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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A comprehensive review of hazards associated with the D-Area was performed to 
identify postulated event scenarios. To determine the risk of events, a Preliminary 
Hazards Analysis (PHA) was performed. The major hazards in D-Area are associated 
with the heavy water processed or stored in various buildings in D-Area. 

The postulated natural and process events, their initiating event frequencies, the 
consequences, and the classification of the event scenario based upon the Department of 
Energy guidance for Basis for Interim Operation (DOE-STD-3011-94) (Ref. 1) are 

- - presented. 

The only significant accident scenarios identified were from radionuclides (tritium from 
the heavy water) released from damaged drums or the heavy water processing units. The 
release possibility stems from the energetic events, such as earthquakes, fire, forklift 
accidents, and drum mishandling events potentially leaking the heavy water out of the 
drums. 

None of the events resulted in consequence being higher than Low for the onsite 
evaluation point, maximum offsite individual or the environment based upon the 
conservative event scenarios. A few events resulted in unmitigated Medium 
consequences to the facility worker with an anticipated frequency, i.e., Scenario Class of 
I. This is based upon the assumption that the facility worker may not be able to recognize 
a leak of heavy water inside a building. However, the Radiation Monitoring System, 
which provides an alarm in case of a tritium leak inside the buildings, can adequately 
protect the facility worker. 

There would be no significant impact from the heavy water being spilled into the 
groundwater or Savannah River. There is no si,gd?cant concern from hazardous 
chemicals. 

1 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this PHA is to support the D-Area BIO by providing a qualitative (or 
semi-quantitative) assessment of event scenarios in D-Area. This assessment is 
accomplished by implementing the methodology for performing the hazard identification 
and hazard evaluation as described in Section 4.0. The analysis in the PHA is based upon 
the input and assumptions listed in Sections 2 and 3. This process results in a 
comprehensive evaluation as detailed in Section 5 and the appendices associated with this 
PHA. 

1;1 D-AREA DESCRIPTION . - -  - 

D-Area at the Savannah River Site consists of four processes (i.e., facilities) that are used 
to purify the heavy water and remove chemical contaminants. The area also contains four 
drum storage buildings, one chemical storage building, and a Laboratory. The facilities 
that are used to accomplish the process of purifying and removing chemical contaminants 
from the heavy water consist of the Rework Unit (RW), DuPont Water (DW) Plant, 
Moderator Processing Facility (MPF), and Technical Purification Facility (TPF). RW, 
DW, and MPF are all housed in Building 420-D, and the TPF is housed in Building 421- 
2D. The buildings that are used to store heavy water in drums consist of 421-D, 421-2D, 
and 421-4D. Building 420-2D which is assumed to be a part of the RW, DW, and MPF 
facility of Building 420-D stores drums that are used to charge the processes and to 
remove heavy water from the processes in Building 420-D. These drums are also 
included as part of the inventory of heavy water for Building 420-D. 772-D Laboratory 
Facility contains the Water Quality Laboratory which was used to support reactor 
operations. Figure 1 shows the locations of the D-Area which is very close to the site 
boundary. Figure 2 shows the location of the buildings in the D-Area. 

This PHA covers the following buildings in the D-Area: 

420-D (Rework Unit, DuPont Water Plant, Moderator Processing Facility, and 420- 
2D for Heavy Water Drum Storage) 

421-2D (Technical Purification Facility and Heavy Water Drum Storage) 

42 1 -D (Heavy Water Drum Storage) 

421-4D (Heavy Water Drum Storage) 

772-D (Laboratory Facility) 

421-6D (Chemical Storage) 

These buildings are primarily constructed of transite walls (except 421-4D which is 
constructed of metal siding) and roofs with steel frames which are not seismically 
qualified or hardened structures to withstand the forces of high winds or tornadoes. The 
flooring is concrete with curbing to prevent any minor spilled heavy water from exiting 
the building. Ramps are provided for personnel and equipment entering the building, and 
climate control consists of a general exhaust and steam heater system. The buildings are 
at an elevation of approximately 137 feet above sea level. 
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1.2 420-D BUILDING 

The Distillation System.in the 420-D Building contains two units, the Rework (RW) Unit 
and the DuPont Water @W) Unit. Figure 3 shows the schematic layout of these units 
inside the 420-D Building. More detailed facilityhystem information can be found in 
Reference 5.  

Rework Unit 

The Rework Unit processes heavy water which has been used in the production reactors 
and contain tritium. The Rework Unit uses six distillation columns operated as a five- 
stage plant. Effluent released to the environment is primarily air containing small 
amounts of water and tritium oxide. 

The main system in the Rework Unit is the Distillation System, which is located in and 
around the 420-D Building. The building contains one level divided into separate rooms 
used for each part of the system. The following rooms are in the 420-D Building and 
support the Distillation System: 

Heavy Water Control Room - contains various controls and instrumentation for 
operation of the Distillation System. 
Electrical Equipment Room - contains electrical distribution equipment for the 
Distillation System. 
Rework Pump Room - contains the various pumps, valves, and piping utilized by the 
Rework Unit portion of the Distillation System. 

The Rework Unit is located separately in a diked area. No other processing is performed 
in this area. In the event of a loss of electrical power or process steam, the system will 
cease operation with no loss of integrity. 

DuPont Water Unit 

The DuPont Water Unit uses a separate but very similar process to concentrate deuterium 
oxide using three distillation towers. The DW Unit is limited to non-contaminated water. 
The pumps, piping, valves, tanks, and other miscellaneous equipment for the DW Plant 
portion of the Distillation System are located in the larger central area of the building. 
Per Reference 2, DW Unit inventory was omitted from the hazard assessment since it 
contains negligible radiological and chemical inventories. 

The following major distillation equipment is located outside the 420-D Building. 

Distillation towers - 9 towers total- separate light and heavy water. Six are used for 
the RW Unit located on the east side of the 420-D Building and three are used for'the 
DW Plant located on the west side of the 420-D Building 
Accumulators - 3 total - collect condensate from RW Unit and DW Plant 
Calandrias - 8 total - heat heavy water to a vapor 
Condensers - 8 total - condense heavy water vapor back to liquid. 

Other Distillation Supporting Systems 

The Distillation System is interconnected with various systems. These systems include: 
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Cooling Water System - Provide cooling medium for condensation of the light 
waterheavy water vapor mixture in the Distillation Towers. 
Steam System - Source of heat (@ 55 psig) for the calandrias. 
Refrigeration System - To extract product entrained in the process exhaust vapors 
venting fkom the condensers. 
Feed and Storage System - Feeding water from the Distillation Towers to other feed 
points. 
Vacuum System - Provide vacuum in the Distillation Towers. (column head pressure 
of 60 to 100 rmn of mercury absolute. 
Air System - Plant air and instrument air. 
Contaminated Waste Disposal System - Discharge condensate from the calandria 
steam traps and the jet tail pipe water into the process sewer. The cooling water from 
the condensers is also discharged to the process sewer which empties into Beaver 
Dam Creek and eventually into the Savannah River. 
Electrical System - 440 V feeder line from a transformer station on the south side of 
the 420-D Building. Power is distributed from the Electrical Control Room. 
Emergency diesel is available for lighting. 

Moderator Processing Facilitv (M PF) 

The MPF is designed to remove oil, particulate matter, and any ionic impurity (with the 
exception of mercury) that may increase conductivity of heavy water before it is sent to 
the Rework Unit to restore heavy water purity (Ref, 6). Mercury contaminated heavy 
water can not be charged to the MPF as mercury is highly corrosive to other metal, such 
as the stainless steel holding tank and other components in the MPF. The MPF receives 
degraded heavy water in 55-gallon drums. Any oil removed is collected in a 55-gallon 
waste oil drum. 

The MPF is primarily located next to the Rework and DW Pump Rooms inside the 420-D 
Building with a small portion of the system located in 420-2D. The processing portion of 
the system is located inside the 420-D Building while the heavy water drums, the product 
drums, and associated charging station are located in 420-2D. 

The major components in the MPF are: 

Feed Pump 
Transfer Pump 
Fi 1 t ers 
Resin Columns 
Receiving Tank (250 Gal.) 
Holding Tank (500 Gal.) 
Oil Decanter 
De-emulsifier 
Draw-off Pump 
De-deuterization Pump 

1.3 420-2D BUILDING 

420-2D Building (see Fig. 3) is located west of 420-D Building and it contains some part 
of MPF systems, such as the heavy water drums, the product drums, and associated 
charging stations to support the processes in 420-D Building. 

4 
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1.4 421-2’1) BUILDING 

421-2D Building contains the Technical Purification Facility (TPF), drum wash area, and 
drum storage area. Although the Drum Storage area is located in the same building as the 
TPF, the two areas are segregated by a barrier that contains a permanent opening to allow 
access into the Drum Storage area. Four drums are banded together and placed on a 
wooden pallet. The drums are stored in the building in stacks of up to three high. The 
hazardous waste from TPF is mixed with concrete and stored in 55-gallon drums. The 
building is primarily constructedaf transite walls and roofs with steel frames. The 
flooring is concrete with curbing to prevent any spilled heavy water from exiting the 
building. Ramps or berms are provided for personnel and equipment entering the 
building, and climate control consists of a general exhaust and steam heater system. . _ _  - 

Technical Purification Facility (TPF) 

The Technical Purification Facility removes mercury from heavy water with greater than 
0.01 ppm of mercury prior to it being processed through the RW or MPF. The TPF 
performs this function by re-circulating the heavy water through a resin column. In 
addition the resin also removes other heavy metals such as chromium and lead. The TPF 
consists of two pumps, two filters, and two 55-gal drums, located within an exhaust hood, 
one resin column, and a pre-filter cart located outside of the exhaust hood. The exhaust 
hood ventilates the facility to decrease the amount of tritium which escapes into the 42 1 - 
2D Building. The tritium levels are monitored by a Kame sample hose inside the hood 
exhaust. Small amounts of 50% sodium hydroxide solution or nitric acid are used to 
adjust pH. The TPF processes one 55-gal drum of heavy water at a time. There could be 
some 55-gallon drums in transit stored on the floor near TPF. 

1.5 421-D BUILDING 

421-D Building is located north of the 420-D Building (see Fig. 3). The drums are stored 
in the building in stacks of up to three high. The building used to store drums of heavy 
water are primarily constructed of transite walls and roofs with steel frames. The flooring 
is concrete with curbing to prevent any spilled heavy water from exiting the building. 
Ramps are provided for personnel and equipment entering the building, and climate 
control consists of a general exhaust and steam heater system. 

This building stores drums of heavy water and contains the DW plant final product 
processing. 

1.6 421-43) BUILDING 

The drums are stored in the building in stacks of up to three high. The building used to 
store drums of heavy water are primarily constructed of metal siding walls and roofs with 
steel frames. The flooring is concrete with curbing to prevent any spilled heavy water 
from exiting the building. Ramps are provided for personnel and equipment entering the 
building, and climate control consists of a general exhaust and steam heater system. 

1.7 772-D LABORATORY 

772-D Laboratory Facility contains the Water Quality Laboratory, which was used to 
support reactor operations. The facility is a one-level, steel frame constructed building. 
The southern part of the building includes office space, a cafeteria, health protection 

5 
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office, and restrooms. The Laboratory is located in northern part of the building. 
Radioactive and non-radioactive samples are handled in hoods or radionuclide benches 
approved for tritium handling. Radioactive waste is plumbed directly to waste drums 
&om the hood drains. 

1.8 421-6D BUILDING 

Bulk process chemicals, resins, and empty clean drums are stored in Building 421-6D. 
The building is steel frame constructed with metal siding walls and roof. The flooring is 
concrete with curbing to prevent small spills from exiting the building. Ramps are 

- provided for personnel and equipment entering the building. Climate control consists of 
a general exhaust and steam heater system. 

. 

1.9 B-12B-25 STORAGE 

The B-12 box is a 45-ft3, 12 gauge, carbon steel "DisposaVStorage Box" used for 
packaging, transport, and disposal of solid low-level radioactive waste. The B-25 box is 
a 90 ft3, 14 gauge, carbon steel "Low-Level Waste Burial Box" used for the disposal of 
solid low-level radioactive waste. The B-25 is loaded with spent MPF resins, TPF resins, 
filters and heavy water wet waste. Assuming the B-25 holds 5,000 pounds of resin and 
filters and a typical MPF resin changeout is approximately 10 ft3, a full B-25 of resin and 
filters waste may contain up to 3,500 Ci of tritium and a full B-25 of heavy-water-wet 
waste may contain 1000 Ci of tritium (Ref. 28). Reference 19 indicated that these boxes 
are loaded outside of Building 42 1 -2D. The loaded B-25B-12 boxes are stored outside 
Building 42 1 -4D until shipment, 

6 
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2.0 INPUT DATA 

Input data to the PHA consists of the following items: 

Hazards Assessment Documents (Ref. 2 - 4) 

Event fiequencies (Ref. 7 - 13) 

0 Existing Authorization Basis Documents (Ref. 14) 

0- Heavy Water Facility Chemical Inventory (Ref. 16) 

0 Updated Tritium Inventory (Ref. 19) 

B-25 Inventory (Ref. 28) 

-.  - 

2.1 RADIOLOGICAL HAZARD SOURCES 

It was assumed that the radionuclide concentrations other than tritium as shown on Table 
1 provided in the HAD for 420-D and 421-2D Buildings (Ref. 2,3, and 18) are still valid. 
Reference 19 provides most recent tritium inventories in the D-Area as shown in Table 2. 
Tritium concentration in each drum varies. The inventory information in Reference 19 is 
based upon the data in the Heavy Water Information Control System (HWIC). There are 
a total of 116 drums that HWIC lists as unsampled. For these drums a curie 
concentration of 1 1 Ci/liter was used. Reference 19 also stated that: 

0 

Total curie content of highest half of drums: 1,396,929 Ci 
Mean curie concentration of all drums: 1.062 Ci/liter 
Average curie concentration of highest half of drums: 4.266 Ci/liter (5 CUliter is 
recommended.) 

The number for curie concentration and thereby curie content are conservative because 
the curie concentration in HWIC is not reduced based on radioactive decay of tritium. 
Some of the measurements were performed in 1990. For the RW process, 11 CUliter is 
used for conservatism. 

Each building is assumed to be at maximum capacity while still allowing forklift access. 
The category “Other” includes up to 3 trailers worth (64 drums) of transient drums 
(directly involved with some activity) at 11 Ci/liter temporarily stored in trailers or 
outside. 

The total volume of the heavy water which can reside in RW and MPF is 28,950 gallons 
(including 550 gallons of heavy water in 420-2D Building). This is equivalent to 
1,205,333 curies as indicated in Table 2. The maximum radionuclide inventory for the 
DW Plant is negligible per Ref. 2. 

Reference 19 also indicated that all other nuclide source terms in the existing HADs (Ref. 
2 - 3) are still conservative as compared to the radioisotope concentrations listed on 
Table 1 and shall remain the same. 

7 
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Radionuclides which may be present in the Laboratory is fiom the heavy water that is 
tested in the Laboratory as shown on Table 3. No extra heavy water drums are stored in 
the Laboratory. 

2.2 CHEMICAL HAZARD SOURCES 

The current chemical inventories for the 400-D Heavy Water Facilities and the 772-D 
Water Quality Laboratory are provided in Reference 16. Reference 16 also performed a 
screening to determine if the maximum quantity stored in these buildings exceeds any of 
the following regulatory thresholds: 

- - ._ 

CERCLA Reportable Quantity (RQ) per 40CFR302.4 
Threshold Planning Quantity (TPQ) per 40CFR355 
Threshold Quantities (TQ) per 29CFR1910.119 

The results of the screening are listed below. 

Asbestos in transite walls for the buildings in D-Area is considered to be a Standard 
Industrial type hazard, therefore, it is not considered in this PHA. 

2.2.1 420-D Building 

Per Reference 2, the mercury concentration in the heavy water is less than 0.01 ppm 
which is based upon the present administrative controls. No other hazardous non- 
radioactive impurities are present in any appreciable quantity. The reported 1.07 grams 
of mercury is well below the reportable quantity of 454 grams as stated in 40CFR302.4. 
Therefore, a chemical hazards analysis is not necessary for this building. There are a 
maximum of 8500 pounds of Freon 22 located outside of the 420-D Building that is used 
as the refrigerant for the Cooler and Freezer. 

2.2.2 421-21) Building 

Per Reference 3, a mercury concentration of 1 ppm was used for the TPF inventory based 
on historical data. A mercury concentration of 0.01 ppm was used for the Drum Storage 
inventory based upon the present administration controls. No other hazardous non- 
radioactive impurities are present in any appreciable quantity. The reported 0.47 grams 
of mercury in TPF and 1.83 grams in the Drum Storage are well below the reportable 
quantity of 454 grams as stated in 40CFR302.4. Therefore, a chemical hazards analysis 
is not necessary for this building. 

2.2.3 421-D Building 

Per reference 16, there is a maximum of 1 10 pounds of potassium permanganate, KMnO,, 
which exceeds the Reportable Quantity limit of 100 pounds per 40CFFG02.4. 

8 
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2.2.4 421-41) Building 

No chemicals stored. . 

2.2.5 772-D Laboratory 

Reference 16 also provides a list of hazardous chemicals stored in the Laboratory. 

2.2.6 421-6D Building 

Per reference 16, there is a maximum of 1 13 pounds of potassium permanganate, KMnO,, 
which exceeds the Reportable Quantity limit of 100 pounds per 40CFR302.4. . - -  - 

2.3 CRITICALITY HAZARD SOURCES 

The fissile material of concern is plutonium-239, which is distributed in small amounts 
throughout the heavy water. There is no other fissile material stored in D-Area that can 
cause a criticality concern. Pu inventory is calculated using the Pu-239 concentration of 
1.42 x 1 0-6 Ci/liter and the volume of heavy water stored or can be processed in the 
facility. The amount of plutonium present in the heavy water is given in Table 4 which 
gives an inventory of 15.9 grams of plutonium-239, far below the theoretical 450-gram 
criticality mass limit of Reference 25. Thus, criticality is not possible. 
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3.0 ASSUMPTIONS 

The following assumptions were made for this hazards analysis: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

. - -. - . - 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

The tritium inventory listed in Ref. 19 is valid and conservative. The B-25s boxes are 
controlled by the Waste Management Program and are assumed to a total less than 
16,000 Ci. A B-25 box of resin and filter waste is assumed to total less than 3,500 Ci 
of tritium and a box of Process Water wet waste-stream is assumed to total less than 
1,000 Ci of tritium (Ref. 28) 
The radionuclide inventory in the 420-D DW Plant is negligible based upon the fact 
that the DW Plant only process uncontaminated heavy water. 
The chemical inventory information in Reference 16 is valid. 
A maximum concentration of 1 ppm of mercury was used for TPF inventory and 
0.0 15 ppm for the remaining D-Area based on Reference 18. 
For events involving releases from storage containers, the container was assumed to 
contain the maximum allowable quantity of radioactive material. 
The radiological dose calculations are based on ground level release without any 
credit for mitigative design or administrative features other than inventory control and 
physical phenomena (Leak Path Factor is assumed 1)- 
Facility worker’s ability to recognize fire or natural phenomena such as earthquake 
and to evacuate from the facility is credited in facility worker consequence estimate. 
There are no explosive or potentially explosive materials in or around D-Area other 
than trucks that deliver the heavy water drums or forklifts that move heavy water 
drums. B 

Even though a railroad spur is located in the D-Area, service has been terminated. 
10. For heavy water release,-2% airborne release in 2 hours was used for all weather 

conditions per Reference 20. A shorter release duration was not selected because the 
main release mode is evaporation. It is bounding for any other condition even 
including longer release duration due to plume meander. This is conservative 
compared to the release fraction of 0.1 % recommended for liquid in Reference 15. 

11. Pu-238, Pu-239, Cm-242, and Cm-244 have high dose conversion factors as shown in 
Table 8. For these nuclides which are insoluble heavy elements, an airborne release 
fraction of 1.8E-03 is assumed per Reference 30. All other nuclides in heavy water 
are assumed to have an airborne release fraction of 1 which is very conservative. 

12. It is assumed that a release concurrent with a fire may add 2% more to the above 
airborne release. This is also very conservative since water would extinguish the fire 
unless it is an oil/gasoline fire. Oil and gasoline will float on water while it bums, 
therefore, it may not be able to boil off water. Additional evaporation by thermal 
radiation is possible if the fire is significant in terms of temperature and size. 

13. It is assumed that a maximum of 1/2 of the drums stored in the drum storage 
buildings would be damaged &e., a damage ratio of 1/2) and release their contents 
during a full building fire. This is very conservative since fire intensity and duration 
have to be sufficient enough to pressurize these drums and breach their integrity when 
there are not enough combustible materials in these storage buildings. In addition, the 
water released from the drums may extinguish the fire. 

14. For accidents involving a forklift, it is assumed that no more than twelve drums 
would be damaged. The most likely forklift accidents would be to have a fork (or 
both forks, drum handlers) puncture one (or four) of the drum(s) or backing the 
forklift into a stack of drums, toppling up to twelve. For these drums, 11 CUliter is 
assumed. 

15. For accidents involving vehicles other than forklifts, it is assumed that a maximum of 
1/2 of the drums stored in the drum storage buildings (ie., a damage ratio of 1/2) 
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would be damaged and release their content during a subsequent fire caused by fuel 
tanks. 

damage ratio of 1). This assumption is reasonable since the thermal inertia and heat 
capacity of each drum is not significant compared to a case of a large pool with the 
same mass of all the drums. 

winds or tornado (winds speeds in “Unlikely” frequency) by assuming that all drums 
stacked three high and one half of the drums stacked two high will be damaged (i.e., a 
damage ratio of 1/2). 

earthquake (even for an earthquake with an “Unlikely” frequency since the buildings 
are not seismically qualified) by assuming that all drums stacked three high and one 
half of the drums stacked two high will be damaged (i.e., a damage ratio of 1/2). 

19. It is assumed that Respirable Fraction of heavy water particles or vapor containing 
tritium is one. 

20. Since the material at risk in the Laboratory is negligible, release of all inventories is 
assumed for Onsite and Offsite receptors. The potential doses to these receptors are 
negligible as shown in Table 10. 

2 1. It is assumed that the resins used in the Moderator Processing Facility (MPF) contains 
the maximum MPF radiological inventory except tritium as stated in the 420-D HAD 
(Reference 2) as shown in Table 11. 

22. Site specific meteorological data were used. 

16. It is assumed that all drums may be damaged during a freezing weather (i.e., a 

17. It is assumed that a maximum of 1/2 of the drums can be damaged due to straight 

18. It is assumed that a maximum of 1/2 of the drums can be damaged during an 
. -. . - . - 
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4.0 ANALYSIS METHOD AND CALCULATIONS 

4.1 METHOD 

The PHA consists of two basic analytical activities: hazard identification and hazard 
evaluation. The BIO guidance document (Ref. 1) requires the PHA to comprehensively 
identify potential events, their initiators, and the dominant scenarios; estimate their 
frequencies and consequences; and present the results in a risk matrix. The PHA 
methodology performs gross estimates of consequences and frequencies (Le., not detailed 

- - - Safety Analysis Report [SARI type analyses). Frequency and consequence levels are 
used in “binning” which focuses attention on those scenarios that are of greatest concern 
(Le., highest risk). The results of these activities are used to develop the Safety Analysis 
section of the BIO. 

4.1.1 Hazard Identification 

Hazard Identification is a comprehensive, systematic process by which all known hazards 
(hazardous materials and energy) associated with the facility are identified, recorded, and 
screened by a team of individuals representing the stakeholder organizations. 

To limit the scope of the following stages of safety analysis, screening is performed to 
eliminate materiavenergy types and quantities that are considered “common hazards.” 
Common hazards are those that are commonly found in the home or work place and for 
which adequate guidelines or national consensus codes and standards are available and 
provide for safe design and operation of the facility containing those hazards. The 
exception to this screening is if the “common hazard” could result in the release of 
hazardous material that is not considered a “common hazard.” 

During the rigorous process of evaluating the facility system by system and identifying 
the hazards within each system, the systems that are either in the design or planned which 
could be expected to prevent the hazard from causing harm to the public, workers, or the 
environment or which could be expected to mitigate the consequences of the hazard to 
these three are evaluated. The identification of preventive and mitigative features for 
each hazard begins during Hazard Identification. These preventive and mitigative 
features identified at this stage of the safety documentation process are candidates for 
selection in the functional classification and accident analysis phases as credited SSCs 
providing a safety class or safety siwificant function. 

Hazard Identification is divided into three steps; 1) division of the facility into “sections,” 
2) facility information gathering, and 3) screening for common hazards. 

Division of the Facilitv 

The facility is divided into “sections” to facilitate hazard identification and evaluation. 
These sections are individual unit operations, individual or grouped facility systems, 
specific function(s), and/or physical boundaries inside the facility. They are selected to 
ease hazard identification and evaluation and need not be used outside of the HA. The 
team should define a single general common hazard section that includes common cause 
events that could involve more than one facility section (e.g., building or facility fire and 
earthquake). 
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Facility Information Gathering 

Facility information gathering includes both reviews of current design documentation and 
direct interactions with the designers responsible for the specific sections of the facility. 
The team performs information gathering to identify hazardous materials and energy 
sources that are currently known or which may be associated with each facility HA 
section. The team uses a hazards checklist or legend that lists generic facility hazards as a 
useful aid in conducting hazard identification. This checklist is based on the DOE 
Management Oversight Risk Tree-(MORT) methodology (Ref. 2 1). 

Thus, the team creates an inventory document listing all expected radiological and 
chemical hazards. These results are a key input to the process of Hazard Identification. 
Hazard Identification Tables are filled-out for each facility section. Generally facility 
walkdowns include both physical walkdowns and information (or paper) walkdowns. 
Information or paper walkdowns are the process of reviewing existing safety 
documentation, desigdsystem drawings, procedures, etc. in the context of Hazard 
Identification. Information on facility hazards was gathered from the responsible design 
organizations. 

. _.. - 

An inventory and screening task, is completed prior to conducting the HA, and produces 
an inventory document listing all known radiological and chemical hazards. These 
results are a key input to the process of Hazard Identification. However, additional 
hazards may be identified as a result of chemical interactions. A chemical mixing study 
is completed as part of the final Hazard Evaluation process if the Hazards Identification 
determines that the potential for chemical mixing with the chemicals is expected. 

Screeninp of Common Hazards 

The third step in the Hazard Identification process is the screening of common hazards or 
standard industrial hazards. These are defined as hazards that are routinely encountered 
in general industry and construction, and for which national consensus codes and/or 
standards (e.g., OSHA and transportation safety) exist to guide safe design and operation. 
Standard industrial hazards and routinely accepted hazards are identified only to the 
degree that they are initiators and contributors to events that result in radiological and 
chemical hazards. The following characteristics are used to determine hazards that are 
standard industrial hazards and routinely accepted hazards: 

The hazard is routinely encountered first-hand by the general public in the home, 
home workshop, or public areas. 
Public consensus standards exist to control the hazard. 
No evidence exists that there are public or employee concerns about the hazard 
beyond normal prudence. 
The hazard is subject to Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) regulations. 

Practicing basic safety in the workplace and following applicable codes, standards, and 
operating practices provides protection against industrial hazards and routinely accepted 
hazards. Such hazards are formally and systematically treated by the following 
programmatic elements: 

WSRC Procedure Manual SQ (Ref. 22) defines basic SRS sitewide safety policies 
and the associated minimum requirements. This procedure manual is augmented by 
detailed rules and procedures developed by departments and facilities for activities 
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within their areas of responsibility and requires compliance with DOE Orders and 
OSHA regulations, at a minimum, for industrial safety. 
Industrial safety involves the detection, mitigation, management, and prevention of 
workplace hazards to protect against accidental death, injury, property damage, or 
interruption of production. The operating philosophy for all facilities at the 
Savannah River Site (SRS) is that the safety and health of employees is the first and 
utmost priority. Policies are implemented at the facility level through 
facili ty-specific procedures. 
During the design phase of the facility or modifications to the facility, various design 
reviews contribute to industrial hazard identification. 
During facility operation, several programs ensure timely identification of industrial 
hazards. These programs include OSHA compliance reviews, routine safety audits 
and periodic safety inspections, incident investigations (formal reviews and 
assessments of any unsafe situation or incident), annual safety program reviews, 
monthly safety meetings, safety suggestion programs, lessons learned program, and 
the Quality Assurance program. 

The HA team screens each identified hazard for each section based on materialfenergy 
types and quantities using the guidance and screening criteria provided in Ref. 23. 

If the identified hazard does not meet the appropriate screening criteria for identification 
as a common hazard, then the hazard is not considered common and is carried forward to 
the Hazard Evaluation. Examples include events causing a release of hazardous material 
not covered as a standard hazard or hazards for which existing standard industry practices 
do not provide adequate protection for all conditions. 

4.1.2 Hazard Evaluation 

The Hazard Evaluation (HE) constitutes the primary focal point of the HA. Hazards are 
characterized in the context of actual facility operations and processes by considering 
feasible release mechanisms (or events), estimating initiating event frequency, estimating 
consequences of the unmitigated release, and identifying preventive features and 
mitigative features as contributors to defense-in-depth. The purpose of Hazard 
Evaluation is to ensure a comprehensive assessment of facility hazards and focus 
attention on those events that pose the greatest risk to the public, onsite workers, and the 
environment. 

The scope of Hazard Evaluation includes: 

All aspects of facility process and modes of operation including startup, shutdown, 
production, and routine maintenance that is considered part of operations 
Natural phenomena (e.g. earthquakes, tornadoes, straight-line winds) and external 
events (e.g. aircraft and vehicular impact) are considered. 
The entire spectrum of possible events for a given hazard in terms of both frequency 
and consequence levels. 
Hazards addressed by other programs and regulations (e.g. PSM, OSHA, RCRA 
[ 1OCFR8351, DOT, and EPA) are included only if loss of control of the hazard will 
result in a release of radiological material or toxic material that are not covered. 

The scope of Hazard Evaluation does not include: 

e Willful acts, such as sabotage. 
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Hazards routinely accepted by the public. (These are screened during the common 
hazard screening process prior to conducting the Hazard Evaluation.) 

Using the results of Hazard Identification as a basis, the hazard analyst considers the 
hazardous material and energy sources in the context of facility section and/or whole 
facility operations to begin developing specific release events. Event categorization, 
identification of event cause(s), assignment of event frequency and consequence level, 
identification of mitigative and preventive features, screening for common hazardous 
events, and risk binning are tasks conducted by the hazard analyst during Hazard 
Evaluation. 

- - Information related to Hazard Evaluation is collected and organized in “Hazard 
Evaluation Tables.” These tables are a useful guide for performing Hazard Evaluation 
and they provide an effective format for documenting Hazard Evaluation results. The 
hazard analyst produces a separate Hazard Evaluation Table for each facility section. 

Information in these tables is organized into the following categories: 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

4 

e 

Event Number 
Event Category 
Postulated Event Description 
Causes 
Preventive Features (Design and Administrative) 
Initiating Event Frequency Level 
Method of Detection 
Mitigative Features (Design and Administrative) 
Unmitigated Consequence Level (Impact on Other Systems and Impact on 
Receptors) 
Scenario Class 

Additional detail and pertinent methodology information regarding each of the Hazard 
Evaluation Table categories is provided in the following sections. 

In the HE process, certain inherent assumptions are made that apply to the facility. The 
HE assumes that facility or section inventories are controlled such that the quantities of 
radionuclides and chemicals presented in Section 2 are not exceeded. The HE also 
assumes that facility access is controlled such that the population exposed to a given 
potential event is limited. 

4.1.2.1 Event Number 

Events are numbered to provide each with a sequential reference. 

4.1.2.2 Event Category 

Events are categorized according to the nature of the postulated release mechanism. A 
standard list of event categories, based on those given in Appendix E of DOE/TIC-11603 
(Ref. 24), is used. They are as follows: 

E-1 Fire 
E-2 Explosion 
E-3 Loss of Containment/Confinement 
E-4 Direct RadiologicaVChemical Exposure 
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E-5 Nuclear Criticality 
E-6 ExternaLHazards 
E-7 Natural Phenomena 

Events are categorized according to the event description rather Lan the event cause. For 
example, a facility fire might be a postulated event that is caused by an earthquake or 
some other natural phenomena. This event would fall under category E-1 (Fire) rather 
than E-7 (Natural Phenomena). 

4.1.2.3 Postulated Event DescriDtion 

- - - A brief description of a postulated event is given in this column of the Hazard Evaluation 
Tables. The event description clearly defines the nature of the event. It includes the type 
of event, hazardous material and/or energy released, its location or affected system(s), 
any interaction with other facility section(s), system(s), equipment, and any pertinent 
operating characteristics. 

Using the Hazard Identification Tables as a basis, the HA Team develops event scenarios 
for each facility section wherever a potential exists for a release of hazardous energy 
andor material. The scenarios cover the entire spectrum of possible events for a given 
hazard; from small consequence events, for which procedures or equipment may be 
acknowledged to provide adequate protection, to worst-case conditions. 

4.1.2.4 Causes 

A cause specifically states the failure, error, operational, andor environmental condition 
that initiated the release event of the postulated event. Causes are synonymous with 
initiating events and therefore need to be clearly identified to support frequency 
evaluation. The Hazard Identification Tables are used as a guide in developing specific 
causes for release events. 

4.1.2.5 Preventive Features 

A preventive feature is any feature that could readily be expected to prevent the initiating 
event that causes the release of hazardous material to an unwanted location, thus reducing 
the frequency of the associated release event. The selection of such features is made 
without regard to any possible pedigree of the feature such as procurement level or 
hc t iona l  classification. These might include engineered features (e.g. structures, 
systems, components, etc.), administrative controls (e.g. procedures, policies, programs, 
etc.), natural phenomena (e.g. ambient conditions, buoyancy, gravity, etc.), or inherent 
features (e.g. physical or chemical properties, location, elevation, etc.) operating 
individually or in combination. Preventive features are those that are generally assumed 
to be operable prior to an event and are not required to be operable during the event or 
post event. Note that features that prevent a release of the hazardous material, but do not 
prevent the initiating event are categorized as mitigative features. 

Preventive features constitute a significant portion of Defense-in-Depth evaluation and 
they provide essential input to the Functional Classification task. Therefore, the 
identification effort captures essentially all of the possible features that could be counted 
on to prevent the initiating event that causes the release of the hazardous material to an 
unwanted location. 
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4.1.2.6 Initiating Event Frequency Level 

Event frequency evaluation is a qualitative or quantitative process that involves assigning 
a frequency level to each initiating event in the Hazard Evaluation Tables. DOE-STD- 
301 1-94 (Ref. 1) frequency levels and descriptions are summarized in Table 5.  The HA 
team determines which qualitative frequency level is appropriate for a particular event. 
This determination is based on the event's root cause(s) and may be either qualitative or 
quantitative. Sources of frequency information include: generic initiator database (Ref. 
7-1 0) and failure rate data (Ref. 1-1 - 12), and expert opinion including engineering 
jud,ment. The frequency level is recorded in the Hazard Evaluation Tables according to 
the lettering scheme in Table 5. 

Uncertainties in frequency levels are accommodated by emng in the conservative 
direction from best-estimate values. Crediting a structure, system, component (SSC), or 
administrative control for its preventive properties is discouraged. Any preventive 
feature or assumption credited during consequence determination must be listed and 
highlighted in the Hazard Identification Tables for hct ional  classification purposes. 

-~ 

4.1.2.7 iMethods of Detection 

Method of detection includes features that are designed to detect initiating events or 
subsequent event progression. These include alarms, monitors, indicators, and an 
operator's ability to recognize the events by visual observation or sound. 

4.1.2.8 Mitigative Features 

Mitigative features are any features that are readily expected to act to reduce the 
consequences associated with the release of hazardous material to an unwanted location 
for a particular event. The identification of such features is made without regard to any 
possible pedigree of the feature such as procurement level or functional classification. 
Mitigative features are those which are generally assumed to be operable during an event 
or post event, and are not required to be operating prior to the event initiation. Therefore, 
mitigative features must be capable of withstanding the environment of the event. These 
might include engineered features (e.g. structures, systems, components, etc.), 
administrative controls (e.g. procedures, policies, programs, etc.), natural phenomena 
(e.g. ambient conditions, buoyancy, .gavity, etc.), or inherent features (e.g. physical or 
chemical properties, location, elevation, etc.) operating individually or in combination. 

Mitigative features constitute a significant portion of Defense-in-Depth evaluation and 
they provide essential input to the Functional Classification task. Therefore, it is 
important that the identification effort capture essentially all of the possible features that 
could be counted on to reduce the consequences of a release of the hazardous material to 
an unwanted location. 

4.1.2.9 Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Event consequences are documented by specifying the impact on the receptors (described 
below) and the guideline used to assess the impact. Any potential impact of 
consequences on other systems is also documented in this column of the Hazard 
Evaluation Tables. 

For HA purposes, consequences are defined as the dose or exposure at specified receptor 
locations based upon the unmitigated release of hazardous material. Consequences are a 
function of the type and characteristics of the hazard, the quantity released, the release 
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mechanism, relative location of the release, and any relevant material transport 
characteristics. Consequences are determined fkom: (1) simple source term calculations, 
(2) existing design documentation, and/or (3) qualitative or quantitative assessment. 
Unlike frequency levels, that cover two orders of magnitude, consequence levels 
sometimes span less than one order of magnitude. Thus, a more refined effort may be 
required by the HA team to determine the appropriate consequence level for a given event 
and receptor. Much like fiequency evaluation, the HA team is encouraged to err in the 
conservative direction, especially for those events with consequences at the high end of a 
given level. Any other mitigative feature or assumption credited during consequence 
determination must be listed and highlighted in the Hazard Evaluation Tables. 

Consequences are evaluated at various receptor locations to assess health and 
environmental effects of the postulated release. Tables 6 give the radiological and 
chemical consequence levels for the specified receptor locations. The following receptor 
locations are used to represent the populations of interest: 

. - -  - 

Facilitv Worker (Facility) - An individual working inside one of the buildings in 
the D-Area 
Onsite Worker (Onsite) - An individual located 600 m away fiom the release 
point. 
Offsite Population (Offsite) - The maximally-exposed offsite individual located at 
the closest site boundary 

When evaluating event consequences, credit may be taken for inventory controls limiting 
the amount of hazardous material in the facility, or facility section. Credit may also be 
taken for the ability of workers to react to obvious hazardous conditions and evacuate the 
scene of the accident. This of course invokes the assumptions that the workers are 
physically able to evacuate, and that an evacuation route is available during, or 
immediately following, the event. Crediting any other structure, system, component 
(SSC), or administrative control for its mitigative properties is discouraged. Any 
mitigative feature or assumption credited during consequence determination must be 
listed and highlighted in the Hazard Evaluation Tables for functional classification 
purposes. Other mitigative SSCs or administrative controls are listed in the Hazard 
Evaluation Tables for consideration during the functional classification process. 

4.1.2.10 Scenario Class Level 

The final step in the hazard evaluation process is to determine the scenario class for the 
postulated event. The determination of the scenario class prioritizes event scenarios for 
review or further analysis. The scenario classes are defined by the BIO guidance 
document (Ref. 1) as follows: 

Scenario Class I: Major 
Scenario Class 11: Serious 
Scenario Class 111: Marginal 
Scenario Class IV: Negligible 

Scenario classes are identified based on the BIO guidance document. Scenario classes 
are associated with sectors of the risk matrix in a manner that prioritizes event scenarios 
for review or further analysis primarily in terms of the risk that they present. Scenario 
classes are identified and distinguished based on consequences to the offsite individual, 
onsite (600 meters) worker, and facility worker using the BIO guidance document. The 
scenario class for each postulated event is determined by locating the event on a risk 
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matrix based on the consequence level and frequency level of the event. The risk matrix, 
as defined by the BIO guidance document, is provided in Table 7. 

c 
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I ’  

5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As discussed in Section 3.0, the PHA consists of two basic analytical activities: hazard 
identification and hazard evaluation. This section provides an in-depth discussion of the 
work performed to ensure completeness and compliance with the methodology presented 
in Section 4.0 and the BIO guidance document (Ref. 1). 

5.1 HAZARD IDENTIFICATION 

For this PHA, hazard identification consisted of developing a list of hazardous energy and 
- - - material sources. Hazard identification activities include: 

In accordance with the BIO guidance document (Ref. l), applicable safety 
documentation was reviewed and evaluated to identify the hazardous energy 
sources and hazardous material sources associated with the D-Area. 
Discussions with D-Area personnel were held, and information was incorporated 
into this evaluation in addition to the information gathered during the walkdown 
by the hazard analyst. This process was followed by facility reviews to ensure the 
accuracy and completeness of the hazard identification. 

The results of these activities are documented in Appendix A, Table A-1, which identifies 
the hazardous energy sources and hazardous material sources applicable to the D-Area 
and its related outside facilities. 

Division of Facilitv 

The second step to ensure completeness of the identification of hazards is to provide 
details of the location of the hazardous energy sources and hazardous material. For 
purposes of PHA scenario development, the process is assessed using the following 5 
Sections or se,ments per Ref. 15: 

9 420-D (Rework Unit, DuPont Water Plant, Moderator Processing Facility, and 
420-2D for Heavy Water Drum Storage) . 421-2D (Technical Purification Facility and Heavy Water Drum Storage) . 42 1 -D (Heavy ?Vater Drum Storage) 

421-4D (Heavy Water Drum Storage) . 772-D (Laboratory Facility) 

a 420-6D (Chemical Storage) 

These tables are then used to provide detailed locations of hazardous energy sources and 
hazardous material sources within D-Area during the hazard evaluation phase of the 
PHA. 
5.2 HAZARD EVALUATION 

The hazard evaluation was performed in accordance with the methodology provided in 
Section 4.1.2. This comprehensive evaluation identified events associated with 
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hazardous material and energy sources identified in the D-Area. The results of these 
activities are documented in Appendix B, Tables B-1 through B-5 (Hazard Evaluation 
Tables), which provide postulated events associated with the hazard sources and provide 
an evaluation of each event in terms of frequency and consequence. These tables which 
were developed in accordance with the methodology provided in Section 4.1.2 is the 
focal point of this PHA. 

For each of these events, frequencies were estimated using the References 7 through 13, 
natural phenomena frequency data, or engineering judgement. 

- _ _  To - -  determine the consequence level of each event, a qualitative (or semi-quantitative) 
assessment was performed. This assessment estimates potential radiological and 
hazardous chemical dose based on the amount of hazardous material released and 
subsequently become airborne. Potential radiological releases were estimated by 
determining Material-at-Risk, Damage Ratio, Leak Path Factor, Airborne Release 
Fraction and Respirable Fraction. As indicated in Section 3, a leak path factor of 1 and a 
respirable fraction of 1 were assumed to be bounding. 

The scenario class for each postulated event is determined by locating the event on a risk 
matrix based on the consequence level and frequency level of the event. Table 7 provides 
the risk matrix, as defined by the PHA guidelines. Scenario classes are associated with 
sectors of the risk matrix in a manner that prioritizes event scenarios for review or hrther 
analysis primarily in terms of the risk that they present, with the consideration that 
scenarios in the low consequence sectors should represent no more than a marginal 
concern regardless of the frequency. Scenario classes are identified and distinguished 
based on consequences offsite, onsite, and to the facility worker using the PHA 
guidelines. The purpose of the hazard evaluation is to identify those significant events 
that require further evaluation for determination of risk acceptance. The events are 
identified based on their associated scenario cIasses as determined in accordance with 
Section 4.1.2.10. 

The following sections provide a summary of events identified in Tables B-1 through 
B-4. Since the potential consequences due to the events postulated in the Laboratory (see 
Table B-5 in Appendix B) are insignificant for all receptors, an event summary for the 
772-D Building is not provided in the following section. 

The event scenario spectrum is divided into two main subgroups: naturally occurring 
phenomena and process phenomena. Each subgroup is then subdivided into actual event 
scenarios. The discussion for each of the following scenarios, along with estimates of 
their frequencies and consequences, are presented in this section. 

The natural phenomena scenarios include the following: 

Straight Winds/Tornado 
Floods 
Earthquake 
Lightning 
Freezing Temperature 
Heavy snow and ice-induced building failure 
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The process phenomena include the following: 

Fire 
Explosion 
Loss of confmementkontainment 
Direct exposure 
External event 

5.2.1 Natural Phenomena --. 

Source term calculations for the release from the RW Unit, B-12B-25 Box, and aqueous 
release are presented below. .. - 

Heaw Water Release from RW Unit in 420-D Building 

The RW Unit uses distillation process to purify heavy water. It has 6 distillation 
columns, 5 calandrias, and 5 condensers. The distillation columns employee a column 
pressure of 60 to 100 mm of mercury (absolute). Since some of the heavy water in the 
unit is in vapor phase and the systems are interconnected, release mechanism assumed for 
the event associated with the RW Unit is different from those assumed for drums. It is 
assumed that 100 % of RW inventory would be released for the events postulated in this 
hazards analysis, Le., a damage ratio of I.  Furthermore, a higher airborne release fraction 
is assumed relative to the release from drums, mainly because the existence of heavy 
water vapor in the RW Unit. The airborne release fraction is estimated as follows: 

1. 

3 -. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Mass of heavy water in vapor phase is estimated based upon the volume of distillation 
column. This estimate is conservative since the volume occupied by water and 
internal structures was not reduced from the volume of distillation columns based on 
the outside dimensions. 
Space for vapor in calandrias and condensers is much smaller than that in the 
distillation columns, however, it is assumed that the volume of vapor space in 
calandrias and condensers is the same as that of the distillation columns. 
At 100 mm of absolute mercury (3.94 inches of Hg or 1.934 psia), the specific 
volume of heavy water vapor at saturation temperature of 128.5 deg F is 154 A3/lb 
(Ref. 29). The operating temperature of the distillation column is lower than the 
saturation temperature, thus, this is conservative to use the specific volume of heavy 
water vapor at saturation temperature because this will produce a higher vapor 
concentration. 
1 1 Cilliter is used conservatively even though more light water is in vapor phase than 
heavy water. 
Heavy water density of 1.1 1 glcc was used. 

The total curie content in heavy water vapor inside the distillation columns is very 
insignificant (309 Ci as shown on the table below) relative to the potential curie content 
of 1,182,434 Ci of tritium in the RW Unit per Reference 19. This is about 0.026 % of 
the total tritium content in the RW Unit. Including the vapor in other parts of the RW 
Unit, the total tritium in vapor phase is assumed to be 0.052%. 

Since heavy water in the RW Unit is heated, the airborne release fraction for the heavy 
water released in both vapor and liquid phases from the RW Unit is assumed to be 10% 
in a 2 hour duration. This is very conservative since it is physically improbable to 
evaporate additional 9.948% of heavy water in 2 hours from a standing pool of water. 
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Airborne release fractions of other radioisotopes in the heavy water is very negligible 
since those are not volatile or can not be easily airborne. 

Thus, for this hazards evaluation, 10% airborne release fraction is used with a damage 
ratio of one for any type of release from the RW Unit even for the events that may 
accompany a fire or an explosion. 

Uuhllahon 
Column 4R 7R 30R 50R 70R 90R Total 

..- - 

Cunes 76 I 103 I 43 I 29 I 29 I 29 I 309 

Release from B-25B-12 Boxes 

Resins and filters are taken out from the Moderator Processing Facility (MPF) and placed 
in a B-25 Box. Therefore, theoretically, these resin filters can not have more 
radionuclides than what is in the MPF. Maximum radiological inventory in MPF 
(Reference 3) is shown in Table 1 1. A fire in the B-25 Box may be anticipated and it can 
release all the radionuclide contents into the air. As shown in Table 1 1, a fire With a 
single resin can release 9.62E-03 rem and 1.72E-02 rem to Onsite and Offsite receptors, 
respectively, which are in the “Low” range. Therefore, this event is in Scenario Class 111. 
Since this is the worst case scenario and the consequence is low, consequences from 
events caused by other initiating events (such as natural phenomena) are not specifically 
identified in the hazards evaluation table. In addition, these boxes are placed outside, 
impact on facility worker was not considered. 

Surface/Ground Water Release 

Many events postulated in this hazards evaluation involve release of heavy water to the 
ground. The aqueous doses from liquid spills from D-Area were presented in References 
26 and 33. It was assumed that heavy water would be introduced instantaneously into the 
Savannah River. The entire contents of the spill &om D-Area are assumed to reach the 
river. The dose-release factors (RedCi) for the nuclides in the heavy water to the 
maximally exposed offsite individual who may consume water from the Savannah River 
are presented in Table 9 as “Aqueous DCFs”. It is also postulated that the most 
significant spill is a spill of heavy water from all of the Process Capacity &e., inventory 
from 420-D) and half of the drum contents during an earthquake scenario. Thus, the 50- 
year Committed Effective Dose Equivalent to the impacted receptor from the aqueous 
release is 42 mrem, which is in the “Low” range. Therefore, the effects of aqueous 
release to offsite receptors during the various events are not covered per event basis in 
this hazards evaluation. Only exception to this is a natural phenomena event caused by 
freezing temperature where all drums and process systems may leak due to freezing and 
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thawing process. For this case the leak would be very slow. Current aqueous release 
dose calculation method is not affected by release rate. Thus, the 50-year Committed 
Effective Dose Equivalent to the impacted receptor fiom the aqueous release caused by 
freezing is 68 mrem, which is in the “Low” range. 

In-Facilitv Worker Dose Calcuiation 

The facility worker effective dose equivalent (EDE) rate, Le., dose rate, from a postulated 
spill of contaminated heavy water was analyzed in Reference 32. The rate is 0.98 rem per 
minute which is based upon very conservative assumptions. In this hazards evaluation, 
facility worker consequence is assumed “Medium” based on the potential unmitigated 

- - - consequence, i.e., the facility worker may not be able to recognize a slow leak and keep 
working an 8 hour shift. However, it is important to note that the ability of the facility 
workers to reco,gnize obvious abnormal events such as fire or earthquake and to evacuate 
from the facility should be credited, thus, reducing the consequence from “Medium” to 
c 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 7 .  

Furthermore, the Radiation Monitoring System, which provides an alarm in case of a 
tritium leak inside the Buildings, adequately protects the facility workers who would have 
“Low” mitigated consequence. 

5.2.1.1 WinddTornado 

The D-Area buildings, primarily constructed of transite walls and roofs with steel frames, 
are not seismically qualified or hardened structures that can withstand the forces of high 
winds or tomadoes. Since these buildings and the heavy water processing units located 
outside were not designed to meet the DOE Natural Phenomena Performance Category 2, 
it is assumed that drums and the Distillation Towers would be damaged by tornadoes or 
straight winds with the frequency of occurrence in the “Unlikely” or “Extremely 
Unlikely” range. It is assumed that the total inventory from the RW (10% becomes 
airborne) and 112 of the drums (2% becomes airborne) would be released (See Event 
Number DA- 19, DB- 15, DC- 12, and DD- 1 1). Consequences for all these events are 
estimated to be “LOW” for all three receptors. Scenario Classes for these events are all 
III. 

The frequency of missiles striking during a tornado is assumed to be an order of 
magnitude less than the occurrence of the tornado itself, with damaging strikes even less 
likely (See Event Number, DA-20, DB-16, DC-13, and 00-12). Tornado induced 
missiles have been postulated to damage the drums, a separate type of accident quite 
apart fiom the wind damage. The missiles have the ability to actually penetrate the drums 
and small thickness of steel and concrete. However, only a very small number of drums 
would be impacted. Consequences for all these events are estimated to be “LOW” for 
Offsite and Onsite receptors. However, Facility Worker consequence could be “Medium” 
if heavy water release is not reco,gnized. Scenario Classes for these events are III or IV. 

5.2.1.2 Floods 

The D Area facilities are approximately 137 feet above mean sea level (msl). The 
maximum historical flow of the Savannah River of 360,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) 
corresponds to an approximate elevation of 1 18 feet above the msl at the Vogtle Electric 
Generation Plant (VEGP) directly across the river fiom the SRS. The probable maximum 
flood (PMF) for the Savannah River where Upper Three Runs Creek enters the river is 
approximately 1,OO 1,000 cfs. This information is based upon Appendix B to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide 1.59 at the VEGP opposite the SRS, and 
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precludes consideration of the domino-type failure of upstream dams. The calculated 
PMF water level is 138.5 feet. The water level for the Savannah River was 
conservatively determined by the US Army Corp. of Engineers’ HEC-2 computer 
program. The inclusion of a domino type failure of the dams that are up river fkom the 
Savannah River Site would lead to a peak flood elevation at VEGP of 141 feet above msl 
(Ref. 31). 

Because D-Area is below the PMF level, it is assumed that flooding is in the “Unlikely” 
frequency range. However, since it is only 1.5 feet below the PMF level, none of the 
drums would be completely immersed in water. Also, most of heavy water is stored in 
sealed systems (stainless steel drums) it is very unlikely that the heavy water would be 
mixed with floods. As indicated in Section 5.2, the impact due to surface water release to 
the Savannah River is estimated to be in the “Low” consequence range for all three 
receptors. Scenario Classes for all flooding events are III. 

- 

5.2.1.3 Earthquake 

It is assumed that the buildings in the D-Area would be damaged during an earthquake 
with intensity in the “Unlikely” frequency range. (See Event Number DA-22, DB-18, 
DC- 15, and DD- 14) The earthquake can cause drum movement and possibly drum 
rupture by drums vibrating off pallets. Pallets of drums will normally be stacked up to 
three high. All drums on the third level and 1/2 the drums on the second level are 
conservatively assumed to fail during the earthquake. For the Rework Unit, all 
inventories are assumed to be released and 10% of the inventories would be airborne in 2 
hours. 

It is also assumed that for the atmospheric release, the pool is subject to a conservative 
airborne release fraction of 2% in two hours. In case of an earthquake with a subsequent 
fire, a 4% airborne release fraction is assumed. As shown on Table 9, the Offsite and 
Onsite consequences due to a release from each building is “Low”, Le., less than 0.1 rem. 
For all these events, consequences are estimated to be “Low” for all three receptors and 
the Scenario Classes are all 111. 

5.2.1.4 Lightning 

Lightning striking the facilities, such as the 420-D Building, is assumed to be in the 
“Anticipated” frequency range and has the potential for significant safety threats. In 
addition, it can cause an overload of electrical systems along with multiple fire ignitions. 
Lightning has also been known to spa11 concrete and create the potential of falling debris 
in areas of the building that are not heavily reinforced. Since the Distillation Towers can 
be struck by lightning: it was assumed that the total RW inventory would be released and 
10% would become airborne. The consequence is bounded by that of the full building 
fire. For other storage buildings, damage would be limited to a few drums. Since there is 
a possibility that the Facility Worker may not be able to recognize the leak, consequence 
for the Facility Worker could be Medium and with the anticipated frequency, Scenario 
Class for the Facility Worker could be I. However, proper placement of Kanne monitors 
will reduce the facility worker’s exposure to tritium. For this event, consequences are 
estimated to be “Low” for the onsite and offsite receptors and the Scenario Classes for all 
events are 111. 

5.2.1.5 Freezing Temperatures 

With a heating system in the heavy water storage areas, the air temperature inside the 
buildings will stay above the freezing point of heavy water (3.8 deg Cy 38.8 deg F). If the 
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heating system fails during cold weather, the heavy water may freeze and the drums could 
rupture; and when the heavy water melted, a radionuclide release would occur. (See 
Event Number DA-18, DB-14, DC-11, and 00-10). Because of the metal frame type 
construction of the buildings, there may not be adequate thermal inertia stored in the 
buildings to allow taking compensatory measures to prevent the heavy water from 
freezing upon loss of heating. This event is assumed to be in the “Anticipated” frequency 
range. It is assumed that the total inventory from the RW (2 % becomes airborne) and 
from all of the drums (2% becomes airborne) would be released. During a period with 
temperature lower than the freezing point of heavy water, an inspection of the heating 
system is recommended. Since there is a possibility that the Facility Worker may not be 
able to recopize the leak, consequence for the Facility Worker could be Medium and 

However, proper placement of Kame monitors will reduce the facility worker’s exposure 
to tritium. 

- - - with the anticipated frequency, Scenario Class for the Facility Worker could be I. 

5.2. I .6 Heavy Snow and Ice-Induced Building; Failure 

Due to the warm climate at the SRS, large accumulations of snow and ice (which could 
potentially collapse the roof) are quite rare (It is assumed to be in the “Unlikely” 
frequency range). It is also conservatively assumed that about 1/2 of the drums (2% 
becomes airborne) would be damaged due to building collapse. The consequence is 
bounded by that of earthquake. 

5.2.2 Process Phenomena 

5.2.2.1 Fire 

All Buildings 

Incipient fires can be put out with a hand held fire extinguisher and are limited to the 
room of origin. Process related fires or equipment fires are in this range. The frequency 
of the incipient fires is assumed to be in the “Anticipated” range. In addition, in the 
event of a fire, the extent of the fire will be small and localized due to the small amount 
of combustible materials. Thus, it is postulated that these small incipient fires would not 
be able to release heavy water that is contained in the primary containers, either in heavy 
water processing systems or in drums. Therefore, no release is postulated for these 
events. 

The bounding fire is a full building fire, which is assumed to be in the “Unlikely” 
frequency range. Facility personnel must fail to detect the fire before it has progressed 
beyond the incipient stage and the automatic fire suppression systems, if there are any, 
must fail to control the fire to the room of origin. 

420-D/420-2D Buildinas 

The danger of a full building fire is the possibility of breaching the primary heavy water 
containment. (Event Number DA-2 in Appendix B, Table B-1) Release of the heavy 
water would be in the forms of vapor and liquid from the RW and MFF. In addition to 
natural evaporation of spilled heavy water, which would be contained in the containment 
dike, there could be some additional evaporation due to fire. However, the intensity of 
the full building fire is limited since no combustible materials are permitted in or around 
these buildings except as permitted by the Transient Combustibles Control Program, 
operator procedures and training. In addition, due to the limited amount of combustible 
materials, the extent of the fire will be small and localized. 
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It is assumed that the complete heavy water inventory of RW and MPF would be 
released due to the full building fire and 10 % of the total inventory would become 
airborne in 2 hours. This high airborne release fraction was assumed to account for the 
facts that some of the heavy water is in vapor phase or near boiling point in the 
Distillation Towers and the Calandrias. However, 10% airborne release fraction is still 
conservative since the vapor inside the Distillation Towers will quickly condense when 
the Distillation Towers lose their vacuum. 

The consequences due to the full building fire are estimated to be “Low” for Offsite 
(about 0.065rem) and Onsite (0.045 rem) receptors as shown in Table 9. The reason that 

reasons: (1) vapor plume rise and (2) proximity of the site boundary. The consequences 
for the Facility Worker are also estimated to be low. 

- - - the Offsite Receptor has a higher consequence than the Onsite Receptor is due to two 

421-D, 421-2D. and 421-4’1) Building 

The probability of having a full building fires in these storage buildings (Event Numbers 
DB-2, DC-2, and DD-2 in Appendix B) is assumed to be in the “Unlikely” frequency 
range due to very low combustible loading. The intensity of the full building fires is 
limited since no combustible materials are permitted in or around these buildings except 
as permitted by the Transient Combustibles Control Program, operator procedures and 
training. However, there is one exception in Buildings 421-D and 421-6D, which store 
potassium permanganate in 5-gallon cans. Potassium Permanganate is in crystal form 
and is used to oxidize organic impurities in heavy water. It is not combustible but is a 
strong oxidizer and its heat of reaction with reducing agents or combustibles may cause 
i,&tion. 

It would be very difficult to release heavy water from the drums if there are not enough 
combustible materials to sustain a fire. In addition, any water that is released fiom the 
drums would extinguish the fire unless it is an oiUgasoline fire. Since oil and gasoline 
will float on water while they bum, the fire would not be able to boil water. However, it 
may be able to evaporate more water by thermal radiation if the fire is significant in terms 
of temperature and size. Based on this, it was assumed that about 112 of the drums lose 
their integrity and release heavy water to the floor where it is assumed that the heavy 
water is released from the building. It is also assumed that for the atmospheric release, 
the pool is subject to a conservative airborne release fraction of 4%. 

From the total curie inventory value for each building shown on Table 2 and the Tritium 
Unit Dose value in Table 8, the consequences due to the full building fires are estimated 
to be “Low” for the Offsite and Onsite receptors. The Facility Worker will get the similar 
dose as indicated for the 420-D Building. 

B-25 Storape 

In B-12B-25 storage areas, it is possible that electrical sparks or sparks from vehicles or 
vehicle fires could ignite waste in B-12 and B-25 boxes, causing a fire, but it is expected 
that these would not spread past the boxes. It is assumed that a fire in a B-25 is in the 
“Anticipated” frequency range. 

The probability of a fire is limited because combustible materials are controlled in or 
around D-Area facilities. Combustible materials are only as permitted by the Transient 
Combustible Control Program required by Section 6.0. In addition, in the event of a fire 
due to the small amount of combustible materials, the extent of the fire is small and 
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localized. For this event, consequences are estimated to be “Low” for on-site and offsite 
receptors. Since these boxes are located outside, impact to the facility worker who are 
inside a building is not-considered. 

5.2.2.2 Explosion 

Vehicles will be used periodically in the D-Area adding the possibility of explosions that 
could damage the heavy water processing units or drums and release radionuclides. For 
example, the delivery trucks and forklifts have he1 tanks and batteries. An explosion 
could cause a pressure wave strong enough to move the drums or generate missiles that 
can damage the heavy water processing units or drums. Compressed nitrogen gas bottles 

damage the systems in the Compressor Room. However, potential damage that can be 
caused by the compressed gas bottle is limited. Batteries used in the forklift can explode, 
however, potential damage is limited. It is assumed that the power house is too distant 
from the heavy water facilities to cause any fire or other effect if the power house 
exploded. 

This type of event is assumed to be in the “Anticipated” frequency range, except for 
vehicle explosions which are considered to be in the “Unlikely” frequency range. 
However, the damage that can be caused by the explosion is very limited. 

Vehicles running into the buildings and the subsequent fue or explosion can cause 
significant damage. (See Event Number DA-13, DB-10, DC-7, and DD-6) An event 
where a vehicle runs into the RW and causes a gasoline fire/explosion is postulated in 
Event DA-13. It is assumed that total RW and MPF inventory is released and 10% of the 
inventory would become airborne as in the full building fire. Consequences are still 
“LOW” for all three receptors. 

- - stored in the Compressor Room in Building 420-D can generate missiles that could 

For other buildings, it is conservatively assumed that 1/2 of the total building inventory 
would be released and 4% would become airborne as in the full building fires for 421-D, 
421-2D, and 421-4D Buildings. Consequences are “Low” for all three receptors. 

5.2.2.3 Loss of ContainmentKonfinement 

Because forklift operations occur frequently in the building, the possibility of a forklift 
accident damaging a large number of drums and releasing some quantities of 
radionuclides is assumed to be in the “Anticipated” frequency range. It is postulated that 
no more than twelve drums would be damaged. The most likely forklift accidents would 
be to have a fork (or both forks) puncture one (or two) of the drum(s) or backing the 
forklift into a stack of drums, toppling up to twelve. 

Another type of lift is used in the area that uses a pair of grabbers to hold 4 drums at a 
time on the side of the drums. Since it does not use forks to lift up drums there is lower 
frequency of poking and puncturing the drums. However, if too much force is exerted 
while drums are grabbed, drums can be crushed. The frequency of human errors such as 
these is assumed to be in the “Anticipated” frequency range. However, the number of 
drums damaged by these types of mishaps is not enough to be a major concern to the 
offsite receptor. 

A forklift could back into the drums with sufficient force to move or potentially topple a 
stack of drums. Moving or toppling the drums could damage at most twelve drurns. The 
damage is unlikely since the drums are normally banded together. In addition, only 
drums on second or third stack could be expected to fail if they fell. 
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If a drum were punctured by the forks or toppled and failed releasing the contents, it is 
conservatively assumed to spill its entire contents. The consequences of up to 12 drums 
releasing its entire contents can be estimated by using Table 8. 

There could be other types of containment failure in the “Anticipated” frequency range, 
such as a leak or catastrophic failure of mechanical systems (considered “Unlikely) in the 
RW, leaks due to corrosion, drum handling error, etc. which can release heavy water. 
Since there is a possibility that the Facility Worker may not be able to recognize the leak, 
consequence for the Facility Worker could be Medium and with the anticipated 
frequency, Scenario Class for the Facility Worker could be I. Radiation monitoring is 

- - - installed in the processing and storage areas will reduce the facility worker’s exposure to 
tritium. The full building fires, which cause “Low” consequences, bound all these events. 

5.2.2.4 Direct ExDosure 

Direct exposure events are in the “Anticipated” frequency range. Due to the low 
concentration of tritium in the heavy water, the dose received from a direct contact of 
heavy water would not cause a serious injury to the Facility Workers even though tritiated 
water can be absorbed through skin. Radiation monitoring is installed in the processing 
and storage areas and the areas where drums are handled to warn the Facility Workers. 

5.2.2.5 External Events 

Aircraft Hazard 

Because the expected frequency of an airplane crash into the D-Area is below 1 x 10-6/y, 
this event is considered to be in the “Beyond Extremely Unlikely” frequency range. 

Vehicle Collision into Buildings 

See Section 5.2.2.2. 

5.2.3 Hazardous Chemical Release Consequences 

As identified in Section 2.2, there are no si,gificant quantities of hazardous chemicals in 
the D-Area Heavy Water Facilities except Potassium Permanganate (KMnO,) in 
Buildings 42 l-D and 42 1 -6D, which exceed the CERCLA Reportable Quantity (RQ) per 
40CFR302.4. Potassium Permanganate is stored in crystal form and is used to oxidize 
organic impurities in heavy water. It is not combustible but is a strong oxidizer and its 
heat of reaction with reducing agents or combustibles may cause ignition (Ref. 27). It is 
harmful if swallowed and it can cause severe skin irritation. Since it is in a crystal form 
with a density of 2.7 gkc and stored in a 5-gallon can, it can not easily become airborne 
and transportable. Thus, it is concluded that Potassium Permanganate can cause “Low” 
consequences to the facility workers whose skin may have contacted with the chemical. 

A chemical incompatibility study has been performed to identify hazardous conditions 
that may be created due to potential mixing of two chemicals located in the same room. 
The study is presented in Tables 12 - 16. The chemical stored in bulk includes some 
incompatible acids, caustics, and oxidizers. Compliance with RDP 14.01, Spent Fuel 
Storage Chemical Management Program, operating procedures and Material Safety Data 
Sheets prevents the mixing of incompatible chemicals. 
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6.0 CONCLUSION 

A comprehensive review of hazards associated with these areas was performed to identify 
postulated accident scenarios. To determine the risk of accidents, a Preliminary Hazards 
Analysis (PHA) was performed. The only significant accident scenarios identified were 
fiom radionuclide (tritium from the heavy water) released from damaged drums or the 
heavy water processing units. The release possibility stems fiom the energetic events, 
such as earthquakes, fire, forklift accidents, and drum mishandling events potentially 
leaking the heavy water out of the drums. None of the events resulted in consequence 
higher than Low for the onsite evaluation point, maximum offsite individual or the 

- environment based upon the conservative event scenarios. A few events resulted in 
unmitigated medium consequences to facility worker with an anticipated frequency, Le., 
Scenario Class of I. This is based upon the assumption that the Facility Worker may not 
be able to recognize a leak of heavy water in a building. However, the Radiation 
Monitoring System, which provides an alarm in case of a tritium leak inside the 
Buildings, protects the Facility Worker. 

There would be no significant impact fiom the heavy water being spilled into the 
groundwater or Savannah River. There is no significant concern from hazardous 
chemicals. 

Appendix B identifies the postulated natural and process events, resultant hazard event 
frequencies, the consequences, and the classification of the accident scenario based upon 
Reference 1. 
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Table 1. Radionuclide Inventory Other than Tritium in Heavy Water (Ref. 18) 

CS-137 6.14E-07 1.62E-07 

Sm-151 1.1 jE-08 3.04E-09 

I- 129 1.08E- 13 2.85E-14 

Nb-94 1.llE-13 2.93E-14 

Sr-90 9.60E-07 2.54E-07 

Pu-23s I 1.29E-05 1 3.41E-06 1 
Pu-239 I 5.3SE-06 I 1.42E-06 I 
Cm-242 I 2.15E-06 I 5.6SE-07 1 
Cm-244 I 1.06E-06 I 2.80E-07 I 
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Table 2. D-Area Tritium Inventory (Ref. 19) 

Building Drum/Process Total 
Capacity (Curies) 

420-D 2 8,400 gallons 1,182,434 

420-2D 550 gallons 22,899 

42 1 -D 1,567 drums 1,63 1,05 1 

42 1 -2D 694 drums 722,368 

42 1 -4D 883 drums 9 19,093 

772-D N/A 16,000 

Other 192 drums 439,666 

- _  - - 

(It was assumed that there are 55 gallons ofheavy water m each drum.) 
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Table 3. 772-D Radionuclide Inventory 

Ba-140 5 -3 1 E-02 
Ce-141 4.5 OE-03 
Ce- 143 3.4 1E-02 

I CO-5 8 I 1.85E-04 
CO-60 I 8.78E-04 I 
Cr-5 1 7.07E-03 
Fe-59 2.89E-04 

t H-3 I 1.44Et-04 
I 

1-131 1 3.68E-03 I 
I Na-24 I 5.82E-tO0 

Nb-95 4.38E-03 
Np-239 7.68E-01 

I 

P-32 8.03E-03 
PU-239 1.3 1E-06 

6.73E-03 
Sr-9 1 2.54E-01 
Sr-92 2.54E-0 1 
Zr-95 4.3 8E-03 
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Table 4. D-Area Fissile Material (Pu-239) Inventory 

Curie amount was converted to gram amount using the specific activity of Pu-239, 
6.21E-02 Ci/g. 
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. 

i ame 3. r requency yuaiirarive Kating Levels (Kef. 1) 

Code 

A 

EU 

BEU 

Description 

Anticipated: Incidents that may occur several times 
during the lifetime of the facility. 

Unlikely: Events that are not anticipated to occur 
during the lifetime of the facility. 

Extremely Unlikely: Events that will probably not 
occur during the life cycle of the facility. This class 
includes the design basis accidents. 

Beyond Extremely Unlikely: All other events. 

38 

Estimated Ann ual 
Frequency of Occurrence 
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Table 6. Event Consequence Levels (Ref. 1) 

Consequence 
Level 

High 

_ _ _  ._ 

Medium 

Radiological 

Chemical 

Radiological 

Chemical 

Radiological 

Chemical 

Offsite Onsite Facility Worker 
(600 meters) 

> 5 rem at site >25 rem Potential for 
boundary at 600 meters prompt death 

>ERPG-2 at >ERPG-3 
site boundary at 600 meters 

Potential for 
prompt death 

> 0.1 rem at site > O S  rem Potential for 
boundary at 600 meters serious injury 

Not applicable Not applicable Potential for 
serious injury 

< Medium < Medium < Medium 
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Table 7. PHA Risk Matrix - Consequence versus Frequency (Ref. 1) 

LOW 

Frequency 
Level 

Medium High 

Anticipated 

Unlikely 

Extremely 
Unlikely 

Consequence Level 

111 I I1 I I I 

For the purposes of this PHA, all events that are determined to have a frequency level of 
“beyond extremely unlikely” will be assiped a consequence level and scenario class of 
‘WIA”. 
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Table 8. Dose to Onsite and Offsite Receptors due to 1 Curie of the Radioisotope 
Released (Ref. 26) 

. 

Sr-92 3.85E-06 6.84E-06 
Zr-95 6.84E-05 1.01 E-04 

[sotopes in bo,d letters are contained in heavy water.) 
'he reason that the Offsite Receptor has a higher dose than the Onsite Receptor is due to 

two reasons: (1) Vapor plume rise and (2) Proximity of the site boundary. 
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Table 9. D-Area Heavy Water Dose Calculations 

Building 420-D Volume of Heavy Water = 109576 liter 28950 gallons 

DCF(rem/Ci) DCF(rem/Ci) Ci Content DR AIW Dose (Rem) Dose (Rem) DCF(rem/Ci) Aqu. Dose 
Radionuclide Cdliter Onsite Offsite Ci Onsite Offsite Aqueous (Rem) 
H-3 11 3.66E-07 5.24E-07 1.2 1 E+O6 1 .o 0.10 4.41B-02 6.32E-02 1.30E-08 1.57E-02 

1.00E-05 1.78E-07 (3-137 1.62E-07 1.28B-04 2.01E-04 1.78E-02 1 .o 1.00 2.27E-06 3.57E-06 
Sm-151 3.04E-09 1.03E-04 1.99E-04 3.33E-04 1 .o 1.00 3.43E-08 6.63E-08 7.10E-08 2.37E-11 
I- 129 2.85E- 1 4 6.83E-04 1.00E-03 3.12E-09 1 .o 1.00 2.13E-12 3.12E-12 5.90E-05 1.84E- 13 
Nb-94 2.93E-14 1.4 1 E-03 2.75 E-03 3.21E-09 1 .o 1.00 4.53E-12 8.83E-12 1.1 OE-06 3.53E-15 
Sr-90 2.54E-07 8.27E-04 1.4 1 E-03 2.78E-02 1 .o 1 .OO 2.30E-05 3.92E-05 2.70E-05 7.5 1E-07 
Pu-238 3.41E-06 1.02E+00 1.99E+00 3.74E-01 1 .O 1.80E-03 6.86E-04 1.34E-03 8.00E-04 2.99E-04 
Pu-239 1.42E-06 1.19E+00 1.99E+00 1.56E-01 1.0 1.80E-03 3.33E-04 5.57E-04 9.00E-04 1.40E-04 
Cm-242 5.68E-07 6.83E-02 1.00E-01 6.22E-02 1.0 1.80E-03 7.65E-06 1.12E-05 2.30E-05 1.43E-06 
Cm-244 2.80B-07 9.74E-0 1 1.54E+00 3.07E-02 1 .O 1.80E-03 5.38E-05 8.50E-05 4.80E-04 1.47E-05 
Total NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 4.52E-02 6.52E-02 NIA 1.6 1E-02 

~ 

ARF for Pu is taken from Table 3-2, Page 3-14 of Reference 30 for ARF during heating of pools of 
plutonium nitrate solution. Since Cm is also a heavy metal, the same ARF as Pu is assumed. 

ARF for other nuclides except Tritium, Pu and Cm are assumed to be 1 to be conservative. 
Dose (Offsite) = Ci Content * DR * ARF * Offsite DCF 
Aqucous dose = Ci Conleiit * DR * Aqucous DCF 



Table 9. D-Area Heavy Water Dose Calculations (Continued) 

Building 42 1 -D Volume of Heavy Water = 32621 1 liter 861 85 gallons 1567 drums 

DCF(rem/Ci) DCF(rem/Ci) Ci Content DR ARI: Dose (Rem) Dose (Rem) DCF(rem/Ci) Aqu. Dose 
Radionuclide Cilliter Onsite Offsite Ci Onsite Offsite Aqueous (Rem) 
H-3 5 3.66E-07 5.24E-07 1.63E+O6 0.50 0.02 5.97E-03 8.55E-03 1.30E-08 1.06E-02 
CS-137 1.628-07 1.28E-04 2.01E-04 5.288-02 0.50 1.00 3.38E-06 5.31E-06 1.00E-05 2.64E-07 
Sm-151 3.04E-09 1.03E-04 1.99E-04 9.928-04 0.50 1.00 5.1 1E-08 9.87E-08 7.10E-08 3.52E-’11 

2.74B-13 1-129 2.85514 6.83 E-04 1.00E-03 9.30E-09 0.50 1.00 3.17E-12 4.65E-12 5.90E-05 
Nb-94 2.93B-14 1.4 1 E-03 2.75E-03 9.56E-09 0.50 1.00 6.748-12 1.3lE-11 1.100-06 5.268-1 5 

1.12E-06 Sr-90 2.54E-07 8.27E-04 1.4 1 E-03 8.29E-02 0.50 1.00 3.43E-05 5.84E-05 2.70E-05 
4.45B-04 1.99E+00 1.1 1 E+OO 0.50 1.80E-03 1.02E-03 1.99E-03 8.00E-04 

Pu-239 1.428-06 1.19E+00 1.99E+00 4.63E-01 0.50 1.80E-03 4.96E-04 8.30E-04 9.00E-04 2.08B-04 
Cm-242 5.68E-07 6.83E-02 1.00E-01 1.85E-01 0.50 1.80E-03 1.14E-05 1.67E-05 2.30E-05 2.13E-06 
Cm-244 2.808-07 9.74E-01 1.54E+00 9.138-02 0.50 1 JOE-03 8.01E-05 1.270-04 4.80E-04 2.19E-05 
Total NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 7.628-03 l.lG0-02 NIA 1.13E-02 

Pu-238 3.4 1 E-06 1.02E+00 

ARF for Pu is taken from Table 3-2, Page 3-14 of Reference 30 for ARF during heating of pools of 
plutonium nitrate solution. Since Cm is also a heavy metal, the same ARF as Pu is assumed. 

ARF for other nuclides except Tritium, Pu and Cm are assumed to be 1 to be conservative. 
Dose (Offsite) = Ci Content * DR * ARF * Offsite DCF 
Aqueous dose = Ci Content * DR * Aqueous DCF 

0 
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Table 9. D-Area Heavy Water Dose Calculations (Continued) 

Building 42 1 -2D 144474 liter Volume of Heavy Water = 38170 gallons 694 drums 

P 
P 

DCF(rem/Ci) DCF(rem/Ci) Ci Content DR ARF Dose (Rem) Dose (Rem) DCF(rem/Ci) Aqu. Dose 
Radionuclide Cilliter Onsite Offsite Ci Onsite Offsite Aqueous (Rem) 
H-3 5 3.66E-07 5.24E-07 7.228+05 0.50 0.02 2.64E-03 3.798-03 -~ 1.30E-08 - 4.70E-03 
CS- 137 1.62E-07 1.28E-04 2.01E-04 2.348-02 0.50 1.00 1.50E-06 2.35E-06 1.00E-05 1.178-07 

1.56E- 1 1 Sm-151 3.04E-09 1.03E-04 1,998-04 4.39E-04 0.50 1 .OO 2.26B-08 4.378-08 7.10E-08 
1.2 E-13  I- 129 2.858- 14 6.83 E-04 1.00E-03 4.12E-09 0.50 1.00 1.41E-12 2.06E-12 5.908-05 

1.1 OE-06 2.33E-15 Nb-94 2.93E- 14 1.4 1 E-03 2.75E-03 4.23E-09 0.50 1.00 2.98E-12 5.82E-12 
Sr-90 2.541507 8.27B-04 1.4 1 E-03 3.678-02 0.50 1 .oo 1.52B-05 2.598-05 2.70EY05 4.95E-07 
Pu-238 3.4 1 E-06 1.02E+00 1.99E+00 4.938-01 0.50 1.80E-03 4.528-04 8.82E-04 8.00E-04 1.97B-04 
Pu-239 1.42E-06 1.19E+00 1.99E+00 2.05E-01 0.50 1.80E-03 2.20B-04 3.67E-04 9.00E-04 9.23E-05 
Cm-242 5.68E-07 6.83E-02 1.00E-01 8.2 1E-02 0.50 1.80E-03 5.04E-06 7.39E-06 2.30B-05 9.44E-07 
Cm-244 2.80E-07 9.74E-01 1.54E+00 4.05E-02 0.50 1.80E-03 3.558-05 5.61E-05 4.80E-04 9.7 1E-06 
Total NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 3.37E-03 5.13E-03 NIA 5.00E-03 

- 

ARF for Pu is taken from Table 3-2, Page 3- 14 of Reference 30 for ARF during heating of pools of 
plutonium nitrate solution. Since Cm is also a heavy metal, the same ARF as Pu is assumed. 

ARF for other nuclides except Tritium, Pu and Cm are assumed to be 1 to be conservative. 
Dose (Offsite) = Ci Content * DR * ARF * Offsite DCF 
Aqueous dose = Ci Content * DR * Aqueous DCF 

c 



Table 9. D-Area Heavy Water Dose Calculations (Continued) 

Building 42 1-4D Volume of Heavy Water = 183819 liter 48565 gallons 883 drums 

DCF(rem/Ci) DCF(rem/Ci) Ci Content DR AIW Dose (Rem) Dose (Rem) DCF(rem/Ci) Aqu. Dose 
(Rem) Radionuclide Ci/l i ter Onsite Offsite Ci Onsite Offsite Aqueous 

H-3 5 3.66E-07 5.24E-07 9.19E-tO5 0.50 0.02 3.36E-03 4.82E-03 1.30E-08 5.97E-03 
CS-137 1.62E-07 1.288-04 2.018-04 2.988-02 0.50 1 .OO 1.9 18-06 2.99E-06 1.00E-05 1.498-07 
Sm-151 3.048-09 1.03E-04 1.99E-04 5.598-04 0.50 1.00 2.88E-08 5.56E-08 7.10E-08 1 . 9 8 ~ -  i 1 

Cm-242 5.68E-07 6.83 E-02 1.00E-01 1.04E-01 0.50 1.80E-03 6.42E-06 9.40E-06 2.30E-05 1.20E-06 
Cm-244 2.80E-07 9.748-0 1 1.54E+00 5.158-02 0.50 1.80E-03 4.51E-OS 7.13B-05 4 .SOB04 1.24E-05 
Total NIA NIA NIA N/A NIA NIA 4.29E-03 6.528-03 NIA 6.368-03 

ARF for Pu is taken from Table 3-2, Page 3-14 of Reference 30 for ARF during heating of pools of 
plutonium nitrate solution. Since Cm is also a heavy metal, the same AW as Pu is assumed. 

ARF for other nuclides except Tritium, Pu and Cm are assumed to be 1 to be conservative. 
Dose (Offsite) = Ci Content * DR * ARF * Offsite DCF 
Aqueous dose = Ci Content * DR * Aqueous DCF 



Table 9. D-Area Heavy Water Dose Calculations (Continued) 1 

10560 gallons 192 drums Other (1 92 Drums) Volume of Heavy Water = 39970 liter 

ARF for Pu is taken from Table 3-2, Page 3-14 of Reference 30 for ARF during heating of pools of 
plutonium nitrate solution. Since Cm is also a heavy metal, the same ARF as Pu is assumed. 

ARF for other nuclides except Tritium, Pu and Cm are assumed to be 1 to be conservative. 
Dose (Offsite) = Ci Content * DR * ARF * Offsite DCF 
Aqueous dose = Ci Content * DR * Aqueous DCF 
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Table 10. Onsite and Offsite Dose Contributions from the Radionuclides 
Inventory in 772-D 
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Table 11. Moderator Processing Facility Radiological Inventory (Used to estimate 
radiological inventory in B-25 Box that contains the resin and filters.) 

Note: + DCF- Dose Conversion Factor 
* The ma?timum tritium content in B-25 box, 3,500 Ci is specified in Reference 28. 
Damge Ratio and ARF are assumed to be 1. 
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Table 12. 420-D Compressor Room Chemical Incompatibility Study 

FREON 22 

Duoseai Vacuum Pumu Oil 

N N 

z g 
E 

Fel-Pro C-100 Antiseize Compound 

I Fel-Pro C5-A Hizh Temo. Antiseize Comoound Bulk 

Methanol 

X 

X 
- 

Note: X indicates that there is a chemical incompatibility exists between two chemicals. 
(Some of the common chemicals were screened out from the study.) 
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Table 13. 421-21) RBA Chemical Incompatibility Study 

S a v o m  SuoersriD Paint & Varnish Remover 

GSA Mil-A-907E Anti-Seize Lubricant 

Lecoon 13 Aerosol 

I Sodium Hvdroxide Solutions O.02N - I N  

x I x  

Note: X indicates that there is a chemical incompatibility exists between two chemicals. 
(Some of the common chemicals were screened out from the study.) 
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Table 14. 772-D Building, Room 118 Chemical Incompatibility Study 

C hemicrl 

1 Alconox X 
Conductivity Standard- IO micromhos/ crn 

I 

X I  
Nitric Acid 

XIX Potassium Persulfate 

I Silicon Carbide 

Note: X indicates that there is a chemical incompatibility exists between two chemicals. 
(Some of the common chemicals were screened out from the study.) 
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Table 15. 

WSRC-TR-98-00102, Rev. 1 

772-D Building, Room 118A Chemical Incompatibility Study 

r 

Note: X indicates that there is a chemical incompatibility exists between two chemicals. 
(Some of the common chemicals were screened out from the study.) 
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Table 16. 

WSRC-TR-98-00102, Rev. 1 

772-D Building, Room 121 Chemical Incompatibility Study 

Flon S-3 16 Halocarbon 

P 
2 

f 
0 .- 
e 

i 

Potassium Permanganate Solution 0.1N 

I Tributvl PhosDhate 

Note: X indicates that there is a chemical incompatibility exists between two chemicals per MSDS. 
(Some of the common chemicals were screened out from the study.) 
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Figure 1. Location of D-Area 
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Figure 2. Heavy Water Processing Facility @-Area) 

NOTE Not To Scale 
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Figure 3. Layout of Buildings 420-D, 420-2D3, and 421-D 
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APPENDIX A HAZARD IDENTIFICATION TABLE 
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ch 
0 

L 

h 

3 
e 
(0 

‘E - s 
Y 
0 Location (identifier for system, sub-system, or O 

operational feature in this facility section) $ 
420-DkU X 

.I .- 

420-DDW X 
420-DMPF X 
420-2D (Drum Storage) X 
421-2D (TPF and Drum Storage) X 
421-D (Drum Storage) X 
421-41) (Drum Storage) X 
772-D (Laboratory) X 

1421-6D Ix 
X = Refers to the hazards considered app 

Table A-1. D-Area Hazard Identification Table 
Hazard Energy Sources, Materials, and Their Locations 

(3 of 3) 

FOOTNOTES: 
7) Mercury collected in resin columns. 
8) Trace amount of Pu-239 
9) Refrigerant (Freon 22) 
10) nitric acid for pH control 
11) Potassium Permanganate 

:able 

13) Asbestos in transite wall (Standard Industrial Hazard) ? 
C 
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APPENDIX B HAZARD EVALUATION TABLE 
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Table B-I. 420-D/420-2D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (2 of 6 )  

Preventive Features I I I  I I 
Evenl 
No. 
- - 
DA-5 

- 
DA-6 

- 
DA-7 

- 
DA-8 

- 
DA-9 

Event Postulated Event Causes Design Administrative 
Cate- Description 
gory 

E-3 Release of all D20 from Loss of nlaterial System or SOPS 
RW and MPF due to integrity, missiles equipment design (Maintenance & 
leak from the system (If from rotating surveillance) 
leak is not detected then equipment 

I l l  all D20 can be released.) 

equipment 

E-3 Release of all D2O from Loss of material System or SOPS 
RW and MPF due to 
catastrophic failure of from rotating surveillance) 
the system 

integrity, missiles equipment design (Maintenance & 

E-3 Release of D20 from Mechaiiical D m i  or tank Sol's 

equipment 

corrosion, drum 
handling error 

drums or tanks in 420- failure, design 
2D due to loss of 
container integrity - failure, 
Assuming a niax of 550 
gal (22,899 Ci) -The 
building is too small to 
store more than a few 
drums. 

the systenddrums Procedural Worker training 
located inside or near Violation, 
420-2D by forklin or Equipment 
buck running into them Failure 
(Max. of 550 gal or 
22.899 Ci of D20) 

E-3 Release of D20 from Operator Error, None Procedures, 

I 
E-3 Release of radionuclides Operator Error. Wet resin reduces1 Procedures. 

Worker training I trapped in resin columns Procedural airborne I during resin replacement I Violation, I 

- 
Initial. 

ing 

Evenl 
Freq. 
Level - 

Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors Scen 
Detection Syslerns ado 

Class 

Kame 
nionitor 
inside the 
building 

1J Visual. 
Kame 
monitor 
inside tlir 
building 

A Visual, 
Kanne 
monitor 

A Audible. 
Visual 

A Visual 

Kaime monitor 
iiiside the building 
Building floor 
drain, berms, 
sump. containment 
dike 

Kanne nionitor 
inside Ute building 
Building floor 
Iraiii, sump, 
:ontaiiimenc dike 

Contamination. Offsite - Low 111 
Shutdown of the Onsite- Low 111 
operation Facility Worker - Med I 

(See Table 9 for ARF 
aiid dose estimate for 
OfTsite aiid Onsite 
receptors.) 

Contamination. Offsite - Low 111 
Sliutdown of the Onsite- Low 111 
opera t ion Facility Worker - Low 111 

(See 'l'dbk 9 for ARl' 
and dose estimate for 
Offsite and Onsite 
receptors.) Facility 
worker recognizes the 

Evacuation, 
Spill 
Procedures, 
Emergency 

I Plans (WSRC 
6 4  Maiiual 
series), trained 
workers 
Evacuation, 
Spill 
Procedures, 
Emergency 
Plaiis (WSRC 
6 4  Matiual 
series), trained 
workers 

event and evacuates. 
Kanne nionitor Evacuation, Contamination, Offsite - Low 111 
inside the buildiag. Spill Shutdown of the Onsite- Low 111 
Building floor Procedures, operation Facility Worker - Med I 
Irain, bema, Emergency (Worker does not 
sump, containment Plans (WSRC 
dike 64 Manual 

series), trained 
workers 

recognize the leak.) 

Kanne monitor Evacuation, Contamination, Oflsite - Low 111 
inside tlie building, Spill Shutdown of tlie Onsite- Low 111 
Containment dike Procedures, operation Facility Worker - Low 111 

Emergency (Facility worker 
Plans (WSRC recognizes the event 
6 4  Manual 
series), trained 

and the leak.) 

Kanne monitor 
inside (he building 
PPE 

workers 
Spill Contamination of the Oflsite - Low 
Procedures, MPF area Onsite- Low 
Emergency Facility Worker - Low 
Plans (WSRC (Materials trapped in 
6Q Manual 

~ series), trained easily airborne) 
'workers, resin 
~ replacement 
'program 

tlie resin can not be 
c 
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Table B-I. 420-DI420-2D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (3 of 6) 

DA-IO E-3 

DA-1 I E-3 

>A-12 E-4 

>A-13 8-2 
E-6 

]A-14 E-6 

Postulated Evenl 
Description 

Prevenlive Features Initiat- 

Causes 
Freq. 
Level 

Itelease of D 2 0  due to 
dropping or niishandling Equipment 
3f drums 

Operator Error, 

Failure 

loss of ventilation Equipment 

rmm equipment Violation. 
Eauioment 

Itelease of a11 D20 froin Fuel lank 
RW due to an external lire/explosion of 
fire or explosion near delivery or utility 
120-D Building causing trucks! tractor, 
system damage and Fuel storage tank 
leading lo leak of water for eniergency 
3r steam diesel 

Release of total D2O 
inventory due to a large 
aircraft crashing into the 

External event - 
Aircraft crash 

I>ruiiis are SOPS A 
banded together 

None SOPS A 

Drum and punip Procedures, A 
station design Worker training 

Standard Vehicle lixplosive u 
Design Restrictions aiid 

Combustible 
Loading 

Not under None BEU 
pathways for 
Ionding and takc- 
off for a large 
commercial 
airport. Small 
footprint ofthe 
building 

Detection Systems ario 

Visual 

Ventilation 
System 
Alarni. 
Kame 
Monitor 
Visual, 
Kaniie 
Monitor 

Visual, 
hudible, 
Kanne 
nionitor 
inside tlie 
Juildiag 

Kaniie nionitor 
inside tlie building 
Containment 
ramps. Building 
sunip 

Kaiiiie iiioiiitor 
inside the building 

1’1% 

Very low 
coiiibustible 
loading on the 
systems located 
outside of the 
bailding, building 
drains and sunip. 
containment dike 
around the system5 
exposed lo tlie 

Evacuation. Contaniinatioii Olfsite - Low 
Spill Onsite- Low 
Procedures, Facility Worker - Low 
Eniergcnc y 
Plans (WSRC recognizes the event 
64 Manual and tlie leak.) 
series), trained 
worken 
Evacuation Contamination. 

(Facility worker 

Offsitc - Low 
Shutdown of the Onsite- Low 
operation Facility Worker- Low 

(Evaporation rate is 
very low) 

Spill Contamination of tlie Offsite - Low 
Procedures, MI’F area Onsite- Low 
Emergency Facility Worker - Low 
Plans (WSRC 
6 4  Manual 
series), trained 
workers 
Ilvacuatioii. Contamination, 
emergency plan Shutdown of Uie Onsite- Low 
for recovery, facility Facility Worker - Low 
fire department 
aiid emergency 
tenni response Offsite nnd Onsite 

Oll’site - Low 

(See Table 9 for ARF 
and dose estimate for 

receptors.) Facility 
worker recognizes the 
event and evacuates. 

I enviroiinient I I I 
Visual, IBuilding floor IProcedures. IN/A I NIA I NIA 
Audible drain, bentis, 

sunip, coiitainmenr 
dike I Emergency 

Plans (WSRC 
6 4  Manual 



Table B-I. 420-01420-2D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (4 of 6) 

Event Event Postulated Event 
No. Cate- Description 

gory 

iklease oftotal D20 
inventory due to small 
aircranllielieopter 
crashing into the 
building 
Release of all D20 from 
he systems located 
>utside caused by 
forklift or buck running 
ihto them 

IWease of D20 due to 
loss of exhaust system 
:awed by loss of power 

Release of D20 from 
:oniponents due to leak 
:awed by freezing and 
Lhawing 

Release of all D20 due 
to Straight 
WiiidVomado causes 
distillation towers to fail 

Preventive Features Inilial- Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 
ing 

Causes Design Adminislrative Event Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors Scen 
ario Freq. Detection 

Level Class 
Systems 

Extenial event - Sniall footprint o 
mall aircraw tlie building 
lielicopter crash 

3perator Error, None 
Procedural 
Violation, c 
Equipment 
Failure 

Exlenial Event- None 
Loss of Offsite 
Power 

Mechanical Heat tracing with 
railure, steam 
:quipmen1 
railure, NPH - 
rreezing wealher 

Natural None 
Phenomena - 
Straight 
WindVomado 

rertrictioii over 
itructures 

Worker training. 
Zontainnient 
like work as a 
iinnp or barrier 
Rw the syst~iiis 
ocated outside. 

Visual, 
Audible 

Audible, 
Visual 

Ventilation 
Systeni 
Alarm, 
Visual 

Visual 

Audible, 
Visual 

Ihildiiig floor 
drain, berms, 
sump, containnieiii 
dike 

Distillation towers 
located outaide are 
placed on top of 
concrete pedestal, 
Containment dike 

I'rocedures, 
1 Emergency 
Plans (WSRC 
6 4  Manual 

'series) 
'Spill 
Procedures. 
Emergency 
I'lans (WSIK 
6Q Manual 
series). trained 
workers 

Kaiiii~ ~iionitor Iivacuatioii 
inside tlie building --t 

' 
Kanne monitor Spill 
inside tlie building, Procedures, 
Building floor Emergency 
drain, sump, Plans (WSRC 
containment dike 6Q Manual 

series), trained 
workers 

event. 
Offsite - Low 

I 
Contaiiinient dike Procedures, Contamination, 

Emergency Shutdown of the Onsite- Low 
Plans (WSRC operation Facility Worker - Low 
64 Manual 
series), trained 
personnel Offsite and Onsite 

(See Table 9 for ARF 
and dose estimate for 

receptors.) Distillation 
Towers located 
outside. 

Contamination, Offsite - Low 
Shutdown of tlie Onsitc- Low 
operatioii Facility Worker - Low 

(See 'fable 9 for ARl' 
arid dose estimate for 
Offsite and Onsite 
receptors.) Facility 
worker recognkes (lie 
event and evacuates. 

Coiitaniination. Offsite ~ Low 
S l i ~ t d o ~ i i  of the Onsite- Low 
operation Facility Worker - Low 

(Evaporation rate is 
very low) 

Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Med 
(Damage ratio of 1 is 
assumed, ARF and 
dose estimate for 
Offsite and Onsite 
receptors.) Facility 
worker nuy not be 
able to recognize the 

Contamination Offsite - Low 

L 



Table B-I. 420-01420-20 Building Hazard Evaluation Table (5 of 6) 

Preventive Features Initiat- Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 
in0 

Even! Event Postulated Even! Causes Design Administrative Event Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptor! 
No. Cate- Description Freq. Detection Systems 

gory Level 

UA-20 E-7 I<rlease of U 2 0  due to Nalural None None 
niissile impelled by Phenornena- 
tornado or high winds 
into 420-D Building or 
systenls located outside tonlado 

Missile generated 
by high wind or 

t U  Audible, Contaninient dike I:vacuation, 
Visual Spill 

Procedures, 
Emergency 
Plans (WSKC 
6Q Manual 
series), trained 
personnel 

U Audible, Sealed systeni Evacuation, 
Enargenc y 
Plans (WSRC 
64 Manual 
series), I IP is 
required before 
work starts, 

I Kanne monitor Evacuation, 

Visual 

I trained workers. 

- 

Seen 
ario 

Class - - 
1v 
1v 
111 

- 
111 
111 
111 

U Visual. Offsite - Low 111 
111 Onsite- Low Ground (inside the building Spill 

Facilily Worker - Low 111 motion, procedures. 
Audible liiiiergency water (See ‘Table 9 for ARF 

and dose esliinate for I’lnns(WSRC 
64 Manual Offsite and Onsite 
series), receptors.) Facility 
Inspection aner worker recognizes the 
earthquake event and evacuates. 

U Visual, Kame monitor Evacuation, Evacuation and Offsite - Low 111 
Ground inside the building Spill shutdown of D-Area, Onsite- Low 111 
motion, Procedures, release to ground Facility Worker - Low 111 
Audible Emergency waler (See Table 9 for ARF 

and dose estimate for Plans (WSRC 
6Q Manual Offsite and Onsite 
series), receptors.) Facility 
Inspection aner worker recognizes llie 
earthquake event and evacuates. 

Contamination. Offsite - Low 
Shutdown of the Onsitc- Low 
operation Facility Worker - Med 

(See Table 9 for ARF 
and dose estimate for 
Offsite and Onsite 
receptors.) Facility 
worker recognizes the 
event. 
Offsite - Low Contamiiratioii, 

Shutdown of the Onsite- Low 
operation Facility Worker - Low 

(See Table 9 for ARF 
and dose estimate for 
Offsite and Onsite 
receptors.) 

Evacuation and 
shutdown of D-Area, 
release to ground 



! 

Table B-1 . 

Event Even1 

gory 

420-D/420-2D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (6 of 6) 

Postulated Event Causes 
Description Freq. 

DA-24 E-7 Ikledre uf'all D 2 0  due Naturrl Liglitiuiig arrcstor LOW A 
to damage caused by phenoniena - Curnbustible 
Lightning strikes on 420- Lightning 
D Building 

Loading 

DA-25 E-7 Release of all D20 due Natural 420-D Building None U 
to 420-D/420-2D phenomena - Design, 
Building collapse by heavy snow Equipment 
heavy snow, hail, or ice 
storms resulting in 
system damage 

design 

Method of 
Detection 

Visual 

Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level I I 
Impact on Receptors Scen 

ario 
Class 

- 
111 
111 

I 

Kaiiiic tiionitor liiiiergeiicy plaii livacuatioii and Ofkite - Low 
inside the building fur rccovery, slnitdowti of D-Area Onsite- Low 

lire department 
and emergency 
team response 

Facility Worker - Med 
(See Table 9 for ARF 
and dose estimate for 
OfTsite and Onsite 
receptors.) Facility 
worker niay not be 
able to recognize the 
event. 

Audible, Steel frame Procedures. Cvacuatioil and Offsite - Low 111 
visual, Temp, building Emergency shuldown of D-Area, Onsite- Low Ill  

Plans (WSRC Facility Worker - Low 111 Etiviroiinieiit Weather 
Forecast 6Q Manual coiitaniinatioil (See Table 9 for ARF 

series) and dose estimate for 
OVsite and Onsite 
receptors.) Facility 
worker recognizes tlie 
event and evacuates. 

c 
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Table B-2. 421-20 Building Hazard Evaluation Table (2 of 5) 

Preventive Features Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Event Event Postulated Event Causes 
No. Cate- Description Systems 

gory 
ario 

Class 
- 
1x34 

- 
DB-5 

- 
DU-6 

- 
DB-7 

- 
DU-8 

- 
E-3 

- 
E-3 

- 
E-3 

- 
E-3 

- 
E 4  

- 

I<elease of D 2 0  lroiii 
'TPF due to leak from the 
TPF system (If leak is 
not detected then a Max. 
of55 gal in TPF may be 
released) 

Release of D 2 0  from 
transient drums stored 01' 

the floor of TPF 

Release of D 2 0  fmm 
drums stored in 42 I -2D 
by damage caused by 
forklift (assumed 12 
drums damaged, for 3 
stacks Of 4 drums bandec 
together.) 

Release of niercury 
trapped in resin column 
during resin replacement 

Direct skin contact with 
D2O due to spill or leak 
from equipment 

Loss oCnutciial 
integrity, leak 
from seals 

LOSS of material 
iiitegrity, 
:orrosion, drum 
tiandling error 

Operator Error, 
Procedural 
Violation, 
Equipment 
Failure, droppint 

Operator Error, 
Procedural 
Violation, 
Equipment 
Failure 

Operator Error, 
Procedural 
Violation, 
Equipment 
Failure 

Sy5tc.111 or 
cquipmeiit desigii 

Systeni or 
equipment design 

None 

None 

None 

Sol's 
(Maintenance & 
suweillance) 

SOPS 
(Maintenance & 
suweillance) 

Procedures, 
Worker training 

Procedures, 
Worker training 

Procedures, 
Worker training 

Uuilding floor Procedures, 
drain, sunip, IJniergency 
Containnteiil Plaiis (WSRC 
ramps, Uuilding 6Q Manual 
exllaust series), tnined 

A Vi5uil, Kininc nionitor I:vacuJtioii, Continnination, 
Kanne inside the building, Spill Shutdown of the 
monitor Building lloor Procedures, operation 
inside the drain, Containment Emergency 
building ramps. sump Plans (WSRC 

6QManual 
series), trained 
workers 

A Visual Kaiine monitor Ilvacuation, Contmiination 
inside tlie building, Spill 

workers 

A Audible, Kanne monitor Evacuation, Contamination, 
Visual, inside the building, Spill Shutdown of tlie 
Kaiine Dnnii design and Procedures, facility 
nionitor construction. Emergency 
inside tlie Uuilding floor Plans (WSRC 
building drain. sunip, 6Q Manual 

Containment series), trained 
ramps workers 

Eniergency 
Plans (WSRC 
6Q Manual 
series), tnined 

I I I workers I 
A I Visual. I PPE. Kanne I Soill I Contamination of the 

Kannt 
Emergency 

inside the Plans (WSRC 
6 4  Manual b u i I d i n g 
series), trained 

Olliite ~ I.ow 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Med 

Facility worker niay 
IlOt be able to 
recognize the event. 

OfCsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
1:acility Worker - Med 
(Drurns do not stay i n  

can be assunicd that 
conservatively a few 
drums leak.) Facility 
worker niay not be 
able to recognize the 

die 'rw area long but 

event. 
Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
I.'rcility Worker - Low 
(12 drums* 5.5 
gaudrum 3.785 
literlgal * 1 I Ci/liter) 
Facility worker 
recognizes tlie event 
fleak and evacuates 

offsite -LOW 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Low 
(Chemical toxicity, 
minute mercury 
collected in the resin 
columns.) 
Offsite -Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Low 

c 



Table 8-2. 

Event 
Cate- 
gory 

421-2D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (3 of 5) 

Preventive Features Initiat- 

Freq. Detection 
Level 

Postulated Event Causes 
Description 

r I I I I I I 

1;-4 

E-2 
E-6 

E-6 

Event 
No. 

IXrczi COII~IIC'I wiih Opciaiur hiur,  
phosphoric acid t h a ~  is l'rocedural 
used to wash drums Violation, 

Equipment 
Failure 

Release of D20 from Extenial Evcnt- 
42 I -2D due to fireltixplosion - 
Tractorll'ruck rini into Fuel tank 
the building with fuel firelexplosion of 
tank firelexplosion delivery or utility 
damaging drums stored trucks, Lift truck 
in the building (It is battery explosion 
assumed that a nux. of 
112 of the drums 
damaged.) 

Release of total D20 . 
inventory due to a large 
aircraft crashing into the 

External event - 
Aircran crash 

E-6 

- 
DB-IO 

Release of total D20 External event - 
inventory due to snull snlall aircraw 
aireraMielicopter helicopter crash 
crashine into the 

- 
DB-11 

- 
DB-12 

- 
DB- I3 

building due to loss of 
building exhaust system 
caused by loss of power 
(Natural evaporation 

'1'1: 

;tandard Vehicle 
ksign 

lot under 
Natliways for 
anding and take- 
IK for a large 
ommercial 
itport, Snull 

suilding 
lnlall footprint 01 
lie building 

oolprillt of the 

lone 

'lucc~lulus, 
Norker training 

.onibustible 

.oading, Vehicle 
rif ic restriction 

qone 

Ielicopter flight 
estriction over 
tructures 

i0Ps 

I 

Unmitigated Consequence Level I Mitigative Features 

I 

Design I Administrative I Impact on Other I Impact on Receolors 

I - Systems I 
1'1'11 

Kame nionitor 
inside h e  building 
Drum design and 
:onstruction, 
Building drains 
atid sump 

Druni design and 
:onstructiou, 
l3uildiiig floor 
frain, sump, 
:ontainment dike 

Drum design and 
:onstructiou, 
3uilding floor 
Irain, sump, 
:ontainnienl dike 
\lone 

Onsite- Low 
3rnergeivy Facility Worker - Low 
'lans (WSRC (Chemical toxicity) 
iQ Manual 

Scen 
ario 

Class 

- 
111 
111 
111 

vorken I I I 
Ivacuation. I Contamination. I I l l  I Offsite - LOW 
'mergency plan Sl~utdow~~ of the 
or recovery, f;cility 
ire de(mliiicnt 
nd emergency 
earn response 

'rocedures, NIA 
hergenc y 
'lans (WSRC 
IQ Manual 
eries) 

'mcedures, NIA 
imergenc y 
'lans (WSRC 
IQ Manual 
eries) 
ivacuation Contamination, 

Sliutdown of the 
operation 

Onsite - Low 
Facility Worker- Low 
(Iligli from explosion) 
(It is assumed that I12 
or the inventory will bt 
released i n  2 hours ant 
conservatively 4% wil 
be airborne due to 

,fire.) Facility worker 
recognizes the event/ 
leak and evacuates. 
NIA 

NIA 

OKsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker- L o w  
Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
and evacuates. F 

P 



Table 8-2. 421-2D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (4 of 5) 

Preventive Features Initiat- 

Poslulaled Evenl Causes 
Description Freq. 

Level 

(I t  is assumed that all of 
die drums will fail and 

is assumed that max. of 
1/2 of the drums, Le., K 
of second stack and all 

E-7 Release of D20 due lo Natural 
Heavy rains flooding Phenomena - 
421-2D Building (Only Flooding 
impact open drums 
which may be only one IT for TPF.) 

Mitigalive Features 

Detection 

\‘l,llJl, 
Kaniie 
tilonilor 
iiiside the 
building 

Audible, 
Visual, 
Yanne 
iioiiilor 
iiside the 
milding 

iudible, 
Visual, 
<anne 
iionitor 
iiiside the 
Juilding, 

Audible. 
Visual 

Kaiiiie ittointor 
inside  lie building 
Building floor 
drain, sump, 
Containment 
ranips 

Kanne monitor 
ioside the building 
Building floor 
irain, sump 

Kame monitor 
Inside tlie building 
Building floor 
h i n .  sump, 
Containment 
ramps 

Sealed system 

SPlll 
Procedures, 
Emergency 
I’laiis (WSRC 
64 Manual 
series), trained 
workers 

Systems ario 

Contiliiiiiiiltioii Ollsite ~ I.ow 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Med 
(It is assumed lhat all 
of tlie drums will fail 
and 2% will be 
airbonie in 2 hours. 
Bvaporatioii rate will 
be probably much 
lower than 2% due to i 

cold weather.) ficilit) 
worker may not 
recognize the leak. 

Procedures, Contamination, OfTsite - Low 
Emergency Shutdown of tlie Onsite- Low 
Plans (WSRC facility, Environment Facility Worker - Low 
6 4  Manual (It is assumed that 112 

of the drums will fail series). trained 
and 2% will be personnel. 
airborne in 2 hours. 
Evaporation rate will 
be probably much 
lower than 2% due to i 
cold weather.) Facilit] 
worker recognizes tlie 
event and evacuates. 

contamination 

Spill Contaniination Offsite - Low 
Procedures, Onsite- Low 
Emergency Facility Worker - Mec 
Plans (WSRC (12 d N n d  55 
64 Manual gaVdrum’ 3.785 
series), trained literlgal * I I Ciniter) 
personnel Facility worker may 

not be nble to 
recognize the event. 

Procedures, Evacuation and Offsite - Low 
Emergency shutdown of D-Area Onsite- Low 
Plans (WSRC 
64 Manual 
series), HP is 
required before 
work starts. 
trained workers 

Facility Worker - L ~ M  



Table B-2. 421-2D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (5 of 5) 

Event 
No. 

__. 

>u-19 

- 
>u-20 

- 
)B-2 1 

Event 
Cate- 
goly 
- 
E-7 

- 
E-7 

- 
E-7 

<OllV h’lJllC 

rlone None 

rightning arrestor Low 
Conibustible 
Loading 

121-2D Building None 
Iesign, Drum 
lesign and 
:onstruction 

- 
U 

- 
A 

- 
U 

Vimal, 
C round 
motion, 
Audible 

Visual, 
Ground 
motion. 
Audible 

Visual, 
Kanne 
inonitor 
inside the 
building 

Audible, 
visual, Temp 
Weather 
Forecast, 
Kanne 
monitor 
inside the 
building 

IhdJi i ig lloor I<\~;ic.iw~iuii. I(vsccratioii and 
drain. sunip, Spill shutdown of D-Arca, 
Kanrie inonitor Procedures, Airbonie and ground 
inside the building Emergency Iklease 

Plans (WSrtC 
64 Manual 
series), 
Inspection aner 
earthquake 

O I G l i C  - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Low 
(Iligh due to 
earthquake) 
(It is assumed that 112 
of the drums will fail 
and:2% will he 
airhonie i n  2 hours.) 
Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
and evacuates. 

Building floor Evacuation. Evacuation and Offsite - Low 
dnin. sump, Spill shutdown of D-Area, Onsite- Low 
Kame monitor Procedures, Airborne and ground Facility Worker - Low 

(High due to inside the building Emergency water release 
Plans (WSRC earthquake) 
64 Manual (It is assumed that 112 
series), of the drums will fail 
Inspection after and 4% will be 

airborne in 2 hours to 
account for potential 
boil-oKof water due to 
fire.) Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
and evacuates. 

1)runi design and Eiiiergcncy plaii Coiicarninstioti OITsite - Low 
construction, for recovery, Onsite- Low 

fire department 
and emergency 
team response 

Facility Worker - Low 

Drum design and Procedures, Contamination, Offsite - Low 
construction, Steel Emergency Shutdown of the Onsite- Low 
frame building Plans (WSRC facility, Environment Facility Worker - Low 

64 Manual contamination (112 ofthe h u  is 
series) assumed to be released 

and 2% will be 
aihome in 2 hours.) 
Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
and evacuates. 

Preventive Features Iniliat- I I I I I  Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Postulated Event Causes Design Administrative Event Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors Scen 
Description Freq. Detection Systems ario 

Level Class 

Iklcase 01 U 2 0  duc 10 
eartbquake causes non- I’hei~omeua - 
seismically qualified Eadhquake 
systems to fail in 421-2D 
Building (It is assunicd 
that a max. of 112 of the 
drums, i.e., % of second 
stack and all drums on 
the third stacks, is 
damaged.) 

Ndtiurl 

Release of D20 due to 
earthquake with a Phenomena - 
subsequent fire causes Earthquake 
non-seismically qualified 
systems to Fail in 421-21) 
Building (It is assumed 
that a max. of 1/2 of the 
drums, i.e., % of second 
stack and all drums on 
the third stacks. is 

Natural 

I<clease of D20 due to 
damage caused by plienomena - 
lightning strikes on 421- Lightrling 
2D Buildiirg (There are 
three trailers with 61 
transient drums each 
with I 1  C i n  stored 
outside) 
421-2D Building is Natural 
damaged by heavy snow, phenomena - 
hail, or ice storms 
resulting in drum 
damage (It is assumed 
that a max. of 1/2 of the 
drums is damaged.) 

Natural 

heavy snow 



rable 8-3. 421-D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (I of 5) 
- 

Event 
No. 

DC-I 

uc-2 

DC-3 

:vent Postulated Event 
Cate- Description 
gory 
E-l I<elrase of D20 from 

.&21-1) due tu a s i i i d l  t i l l  

caused by ignition of 
combustible material 
(One drum at a time is 
processed) Because of 
very low combustible 
loading, fire would be 
small, localized, and 
contained and would no' 
be able to breach the 
integrity of drums. 

E-I Release of D20 from 
42 I-D due lo a large fin 
i i i  the building caused b: 
ignition of combustible 
material. (It was 
assumed that 112 of the 

leaky drums stored in 
421-D Building 

Event Categories 
E-I -Fire 
E-2 - Explosion 
E-3 - Loss of ContainmenVConfinement 
E 4  - Direct RadiologicaVChemical Exposure 
E-5 - Nuclear Criticality 
E6  - External Hazards 
E-7 - Natural Phenomena 

Causes 

Electrical 
uquipnicnt, 
Welding spark, 
electrical short, 
potassium 
permanganate 
COIIUIC~ with 
organic material, 
unknown ignition 
source, worker 
crror. improper 
ntiiintcnance 
Dperation 
Electrical 
uqiiipinent, 
Welding spark, 
electrical shor~, 
potassium 
permanganate 
contact with 
Drganic material, 
unknown ignition 
source, worker 
enor, improper 
tnaintenance 
operation 

Loss of nlaterial 
integrity, 
corrosion, drum 
handling error 

Preventive Features 

Design 

Jone 

Jone 

)rum design and 
onstruction 

Administrative 

Conibnstible 
iiwkiid C U I I I I O I  
program 

Combustible 
inaterial control 
progmin 

SOPS 
(Maintenance & 
surveillance) 

I 
initiat- 

ing 

Event Method of 
Freq. Detection 
Level 

A Sniell, 
V l ~ l l J I ,  

sinoke aldrin 
Kanne 
monitor 
inside the 
building 

u Snlell, 
Viwal, 
sinoke alaim 
Kame 
monitor 
inside the 
building 

A Visual, 
Kame 
monitor 
inside the 
building 

I 

Mitigative Fealures Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors Scetla 

Clas! 
Systems io 

h o k e  or fire 
ilariii, biiildiitg 
lrains and sump, 
wnns, DNIII 
Iesign and 
:onstructioii 

h o k e  or fire 
ilarni, buildiiig 
Iraiirs and t.un~p. 
jerna, Drum 
iesign and 
:onstruction 

workers trained 
in use of hand 

extinguishers. 
fire department 
and emergency 

Offsite - I.ow 
Oiisitc- I.uw 
I:acility Worker - Low 
(Fire intensity and 

duration have to be 
sunicient enough to 
either boil offor 
breach drum integrity 
to release D20.) K 

111 Evacuation, Contamination, 
liniergency plan Shuttlowti of the Onsite- Low 111 
f i r  rccovery. facility Iacility Worker - Low 111 
workers trained (Fire intensity and 
in use of hand duration have to be 
fire suflicient enough to 
extinguishers, either pressurize and 
fire department breach drum integn'ty 

to release D20. I12 of and emergency 
team response the drums is assumed 

to release the 
inventory. 4% of the 
released will be 
airborne in 2 hours.) 
Facility worker 
recognizes Ute event 

Offsite - Low 

I I and evacuates 

Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 

Kanne monitor Spill Contamination 
nside the building, Procedures, 
auilding floor Emergency 
h i n ,  sump. benns Plans (WSRC 

64 Manual 
series), trained !' workers 

Facility Worker - Med 
(Only a few may leak 
simultaneously) 
Facility worker may 
not be able to 

c 
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Table B-3. 421-D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (2 of 5) 

Event 
No. 

- - 
DC-4 

- 
DC-5 

- 
DC-6 

- 
DC-7 

- 
DC-8 

Even1 
Cate- 
gory - 

Preventive Features Initiat- 

Postulated Event Causes Design Administrative Event 
Description Freq. , Level 

E-3 Release of D20 from Opcralor lrror, Druiii design and I’iocedures, 
drums stored in 42 I-D Procedural construction Worker training 
by damage caused by Violation, 
forklift (It was assumed Equipment 
that 12 drums damaged, 
for 3 slacks Of 4 d rum 
banded together.) 

Failure, dropping 

E-4 Direct skin  ont tact with Operator Error, Drum dcsign and Procedures, 
DZO due to spill or leak Procedural construelion Worker training 
from equipnient Violation, 

Equipnient 

- 
A 

- 
E-2 
E-6 

- 
E-6 

- 

Release of D20 from External Event- Standard Vehicle Conibustible U 
42 1 -D due to Fire/Explosion - Design Loading. Vehicle 
Tractorfrruck run into Fuel tank trafic restriction 
the building with fuel lidexplosion of 
tank fire/explosion delivery or utility 
damaging drums stored trucks, Lin truck 
in the building (It is battery explosion 
assumed that a max. of 
112 of the drums 
damaged.) 

Release of total D20 External event - Not under BEU 
inventory due to a large Aircraft crash pathways for 
aircraft crashing into the landing and take- 
building OIT for a large 

commercial 
airport. Small 
footprint of the 
building 

Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors 
Detection Systems 

Audiblc, K a i n n ~  monitor Spill 
Visual, inside the building, Procedures, 
Kamie Building floor Emergency 
monitor drain, sump, beniis Plans (WSRC 

6 4  Manual inside the 
building series), trained 

Visual, 
Kanne 
nioinitor 
inside Uie 
building 

Visual, Sense 

workers 

‘I’PE SPlll 
Procedures, 
Emergency 

6 4  Manual 
series), trained 
workers 

Procedures. 
Emergency 
Plans (WSRC 
6 4  Manual 
series), trained 

PbdllS (ws \<c  

PPE Spill 

workers 
Visual, Drum design and Evacuation, 
Audible. construction, emergency plan 
Kanne Building drains for recovery, 
nionitor and sump, Kame fire department 
inside the nioaitor inside llie and emergency 
building building team response 

Visual, Building floor Procedures, 
Audible drain, berms, sump Emergency 

Plans (WSRC 
I GO Manual 

‘ O I I I ~ I I I ~ I I J I I ~ I I  Offslle - LO\\, 
Onsite- Low 
1:acility Worker - Low 
(12 drums* 55 
gal/drum * 3.785 
litedgal * I 1  Cilliter) 
Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
and evacustcs. 
Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Low 

’ontami~~ation 

lone Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Low 

Offsite - Low :ontaniination, 
hutdown of the Onsite - Low 
rility Facility Worker - Low 

(It is assumed that 112 
of the inventory will bc 
released in 2 houn and 
conservatively 4% will 
be airborne due lo 
lire.) Facility worker 
recognizes the event 

Scen 
ario 
Class - 



Table 8-3. 421-D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (3 of 5) 

Preventive Features Initiat- Miligative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 
in9 

Event Event Postulated Event Causes Design Administrative Event Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors 
No. Cate- Description Freq. Detection Systems 

gory Level 
- 
DC-9 

- 
DC-IO 

- 
DC-l I 

DC-12 

Dc-13 

inventory due to small 
aircraMielicopter 
crashing into the 

~ N I I I S  due to leak cause1 
by freezing and thawing 
(It is assumed that all 

E-7 Release of D20 due lo 
Straight Winmomado 
damages the building 
and the stored drums (It 
is assumed that max. of 
1/2 of the drums. i.e., 
second and third stacks. 
damaged.) 

E-7 Release of D2O due to 
missile impelled by 
tornado or high winds 
inlo 421-D Building 
damaging drums (Max. 
of I2dtwt1.s) 

Extenlrl event - 
small aircraft/ 
helicopter crash 

External Event - 
Loss of Offsite 
Power 
Natural 
Phenomcna - 
Freezing 

Natural 
Phenomena - 
Straight 
Windllbrnado 

Natural 
Phenomena- 
Missile generated 
by high wind or 
lomado 

inial1 footprint o 
he building 

)rum design and 
oostruction 

Jone 

lone 

lslicopter lliglit 
estrictioii over 
;truclures 

:reex I’rotectioi 
wcedures 

4one 

Jone 

Audible 

A Visual. 
Kaiine 
monitor 
inside the 
building 

U Audible, 
Visual, 
Kame 
monitor 
inside Uie 
building 

EU Audible, 
Visual, 
Kanne 
nwnitor 
inside the 
building 

Uuilding floor Procedures, NIA NIA 
drain, benns, sump Emergency 

Plans (WSRC 
6 4  Manual 
series) 

NIA NIA 

Kanne inonitor Contaniinatioii Spill 
inside tlic building, Procedures. 
Druiii design and Emergency 
:onstruclion, Plans (WSRC 
Building floor 6 9  Manual 
drain. benns. sump series), trained 

workers 

Druni design and Procedures, Contamination. 
:onstruction, Emergency Shutdown of the Onsite- Low 
Building floor Plans (WSRC facility, Environment Facility Worker - Low 
h i n ,  sump, 6 9  Manual contamination (It is assumed that 1/2 
Kanne monitor series), trained of tlie dnrms will fail 

and 2% will be 
airborne in 2 hours. 
Evaporation rate will 
be probably niuch 
lower than 2% due to 
cold weather,) Facilit! 
worker recognizes tlie 

Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Med 
(I2 drums* 55 
gaVdrum* 3.785 
literlgal * I t  Cilliter) 
Facility worker may 
not be able to 
recognize the event 

I I event and evacuates. 
I Contaniination Drum desinn and Ispill 

personnel 

Olkite - I.ow 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Med 
(It is assumed that all 
drums will fail and 2% 
will be airborne in 2 
hours. Evaporation 
rate will be probably 
much lower than 2% 
due to cold weather.) 
Facility worker may r not be able to 

ario 
Class 

c 



Table B-3. 421-D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (4 of 5) 
- 

Event 
No. 

- - 
DC- I 1 

- 
DC-I5 

- 
DC-16 

- 
DC-17 

- 

Event 
Cate- 
Wly 

Postulated Event 
Description 

Preventive Features 

Causes 

Initiat- 
ing 

Event 
Freq. 
Level 

E-7 Itelease o f D 2 0  due to Natural 1)-Area is 137 11 None U 
lleavy rains flooding Phenomena - above sea level 
421-2D Building (Only Flooding 
may impact open druna) 

E-7 Itelease of D2O due to Natural Noiie None U 
earthquake causes non- I’lienoniena - 
seismically qnalilied I?artliquake 
systeins to h i 1  ill 421-U 
Building (It is assumed 
that a max. of IL? of the 
drums, Le.. % of second 
stack and all drum on 
Uie third stacks, is 
damaged.) 

E-7 Release ofD2O due to Natural None None 
eatthquake with a Phenomena - 
subsequent Are causes Earthquake 
non-seismically qualified 
systems to fail in 421-D 
Building (It is assumed 
that a max. of 1/2 of the 
dnuns. Le., % of second 
stack and all drums on 
the third stacks. is 
damaged.) 

E-7 Release of D20 due to Natural Lightning arrestor Low A 
damage caused by phenomena - Conibustible 
Lightning strikes on 42 I- Lighming 
D Building 

Loading 

- 
U 

Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors 
Detection Systems 

\udible, 
lisual 

- 
iround 
1iotion, 
iudible 

- 
iround 
iiotion, 
iudible 

lisual 

h n i  dcsigii and 
onstruction 

)ruin design and 
onstructioii. 
liiiltling floor 
train, suinp 

)ruin design and 
onstruction, 
luilding floor 
train, sump, 
Lame monitor 
nside the building 

)mni design and 
onsiruction, 
Lame nionitor 
mside the building 

trained workers. 
Evacuation, Ilvacuation and 
Spill sI~utdow~~ of II-Arca, 
I’roeedures, A irbornc and ground 
IJinergency Itelcase 
Plans ( W S I K  
64 Manual 
series), 
Inspection aner 
earthquake 

Evacuation, Evacuation and 
Spill shutdown of D-Area, 
Procedures, Airborne and ground 
Emergency Release 
Plans (WSRC 
6Q Manual 
series), 
Inspection aner 
earthquake 

Procedures, I:.vacuatioii arid Olfsitc ~ Low 
Emergency sliuldowii of D-Area Onsite- Low 
I’lans (WSIK 
6 Q  Manual 
series). HI’ is 
required before 
work starts, 

Facility Worker - Low 

Oflkitc - Low 
Oiisite- Low 
I’acility Worker .- Low 
(Iligli due to 
earthquake) 
(It  is assumed that 1/2 
of the druins will rail 
and 2% will be 
airborne i n  2 hours.) 
Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
and evacuates. 
OLTsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Low 
(It is assumed that t/2 
of the drums will fail 
and 4% will be 
airborne in 2 hours to 
account for potential 
boil-off of water due ta 
lire.) Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
and evacuates. 

Emergency plan Environment Oflsite - Low 
for recovery, Contamination Onsite- Low 
Are department 
arid emergency (Facility worker may 
team response 

Facility Worker - Med 

not be able to 
recognize the leak.) 

Scen 
ario 

Class - - 
111 
111 
111 

- 
111 
111 
111 

- 
111 
111 
111 

- 
111 
111 
I 



Table 8-3. 421-D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (5 of 5) 

Prevenlive Features Iniliat- Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 
ing 

Event Event Postulated Event Causes Design Administrative Event Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors Scen 
No. Cate- Description Freq. Detection Systems ario 

gory Level Class 

DC-18 E-7 421-0 Buildiug i s  Natural 421-D Building Now U Audiblc, Druiii design and I’rocedurcs. Shutdown oftlie OlTsilc - Low 111 
damaged by lieavy snow, plienoniena - Design. Drum visual, Temp, cotistructioii, Steel Emergency facility, Eiiviroamest Onsitc- Low Il l  
hail, or ice stomis lieavy snow design and Weather frame building, Plans (WSRC contamiiiatioii Facility Worker - Low 111 
resultilig in drum construction Forecast Kaniie monitor 64 Manual (1/2 of the drums is  
damage (It  i s  assumed inside the building series) assumed IO be released 
that a max. of 112 of the 
drums i s  damaged.) 

and 2% will be 
airborne in 2 hours.) 
Facility worker 
recognizes l l ie  event 
and cvacuates. 

c 



Table 8-4. 421-4D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (I of 5) 

Event 
No. 

- 
3D- I 

- 
ID-2 

- 
ID-3 

Event 
Cate- 
gory 
E- I 

~ 

- 
E- 1 

I 

Postulated Event 
Description 

Release of D20 from 
421-4D due to a small 
fire in 421-4D Building 
caused by ignition of 
combustible material 
(One drum at a time is 
processed) Because of 
very low combustible 
loading, fire would be 
small, localized, and 
contained and would not 
be able to breach the 
integrity of druna. 
Release of D20 from 
421-4D due to a large 
fire in the building 
caused by ignition of 
combustible material. (It  
was assumed that 1/2 of 
the inventoty is released 
from the drums.) 

Causes 

Electrical 
equipment. 
Welding spark, 
electrical short, 
unknown ignitioii 
source, worker 
error, improper 
maintenance 
operation 

Electrical 
equipment, 
Welding spark, 
electrical short, 
unknown ignition 
source, worker 
error, improper 
maintenance 
I operation 

leaky drwns stored in integrity, 
421-4D Building corrosion, drum 

handling error 

Event Categories 
E-I - Fire 
E-2 - Explosion 
E-3 - Loss of Containment/Cotlfinement 
E 4  - Direct RadioIogicaYChemical Exposure 
E-5 - Nuclear Criticality 
E-6 - External Hazards 
E-7 - Natural Phenomena 

Preventive Features Initiat- 

I)esigti 

lone 

lone 

)rum design and 
onstruction 

Freq. 

:onibuslible 
~iaterial control 
rograin 

iaterial control I 
rograni 

;OPs A 
Maintenance & 
urveillance) 

Mitigative Features I 
Method of Design Adlninistrdlive 
Detection 

Smell, Smoke or fire I!vacuation, 
Visnal, alarm. building emergency plan 
smoke alarm, drains and sump, for recovery, 
Kaniie berms, Druni workers trained 

i n  use of hand nionitor desigii and 
inside the construction fire 
building extinguishers, 

fire department 
and emergency 
team response 

Smell, Smoke or fire Evacuation, 
Visual, alami,  building emergency plan 
smoke alarm, drains and sump, for recovery, 
Kanne berms. Drum workers trained 
illonitor design and i n  use of hand 
inside the construction. fire 
building Kanne monitor extinguishers, 

inside Uie building fire departnietit 
and emergency 

64 Manual 
series), trained 
workers 

building 

Unmitigated Consequence Level 

lnipact on Other 
Systems 

:oiitaniiaation. 
;hutdown of the Onsite- Low 
acility Facility Worker - Low 

lnipact 011 Receptors 

Offsite - Low 

(Fire intensity and 
duntion have to be 
suflicient enough to 
either boil off or 
breach drum integrity 
to release D2O.) 

:ontamination. Offsite - Low 
;hutdown of the Onsite- Low 
acility Facility Worker - Low 

(Fire intensity and 
duration have to be 
suflicient enough to 
either pressurize and 
breach drum integrity 
to release D20. 1/2 of 
the drums is assumed 
to release the 
inventory. 4% of the 
released will be 
airborne in 2 houn.) 
I:acility worker 
recognizes the event 
and evacuates. 

:ontamination Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Med 
(Only a few may leak 
simultaneously) 
Facility worker may 
not be able to 
recognize the event. 

4 



Table B-4. 421-4D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (2 of 5) 

I I I  I Unmitigated Consequence Level Preventive Features I 1n;it;t- I I Mitigative Features I I  I 
Event Event Postulated Event Causes Design 
No. Cale- Description 

goly 

DD-4 IJ-3 

DD-S 11-4 

DD-6 E-2 
E-6 

DD-7 E-6 

DD-8 E-6 

DD-9 E-6 

Release of U20 from 
drums stored i n  42 I-4D 
by damage caused by 
forklin (I t  was assumed 
Uiat I2 drums damaged, 
for 3 stacks O f  4 drums 
banded together.) 

Direct skin contact with 
D20 due to spill or leak 
from equipment 

Release of D2O from 
421-41) due to 
TractoriTruck Nn into 
tlie building with fuel 
tank fire/explosion 
damaging ~NII IS  stored 
in Uie building (It is 
assumed that a max. of 
1/2 of die drums 
damaged.) 

Release of total D20 
inventory due to a large 
aircraft crashing into the 
building 

Release of total D20 
inventory due to small 
aircrafthelicopter 
crashing into the 
building 
No impact 

Operator Enor, 
Procedural 
Violation, 
Equipment 
Failure, dropping 

Operator Error, 
Procedural 
Violation, 
Equipment 
Failure 

External Event- 
Fire/Explosion - 
Fuel tank 
firelexplosion of 
delivery or utility 
bucks, Lin truck 
battery explosion 

External event - 
Aircraft crash 

External event - 
small aircraw 
lielicopter crash 

External Event - 
Loss of Offsite 
Pnwer 

Drum design and 
:oiistructioii 

Drum design and 
:onstruetion 

Standard Vehicle 
Design 

Not under 
pathways for 
landing and take- 
~ B f o r  a large 
commercial 
airport, Small 

building 
Small footprint of 
he  building 

rootprint of the 

None 

Administrative Event Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors Scen 
Freq. Detection Systems ario 
Level Class 

I’rocedures, 
Worker training 

Procedures, 
Worker training 

Combustible 
Loading, Vehicle 
h f i c  restriction 

None 

Helicopter flight 
restriction over 
sbllctures 

Noue 

6 4  Manual 
series), trained 

A Audible, 
Visual, 
Kame 
nioriitor 
inside the 
building 

workers 

A Visual, WE. Kaiine Spill 
Kanne monitor inside the Procedures. 
iiianitor building IJmergeiic y 
inside the Plans (WSRC 
building 6 4  Manual 

series), trained 
workers 

U Visual. Drum design aiid Evacuation. 
Audible, construction, emergency plan 
Kanne Building drains for recovery, 
monitor and sump fire department 
inside tlie und emergency 

BEU Visual, Building floor Procedures, 
Audible drain, berms. sump Emergency 

Plans (WSRC 
6Q Manual 
series) 

BEU Visual, Building floor Procedures, 
Audible drain, berms, sump Emergency 

Plans (WSRC 

Contaniinatioii Olljite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker ~ Low 
( I  2 drums’ 5 5  
gal/drum 3.785 
litcdgal * I I Ci/liter) 
Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
aiid evacuates. 

Coiitaniinatioa Omsite - Low 111 
Onsite- Low 111 
Facility Worker - Med I 
Facility worker may 
not recognize tlie 
event. 

Offsite - Low 111 
Onsite - Low 111 
Facility Worker -Low 111 
(It is assumed that l/2 
of the inventory will be 
released in 2 hours and 
conservatively 4% will 
be airborne due to 
fire.) Facility worker 
recognizes the event 

Contaniination, 
Shutdown of the 
facility 

I I 

c 



? -  . a# 
Table B-4. 421-4D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (3 of 5) 

03 
0 

Preventive Features Inilial- Mitigalive Features Unmiligaled Consequence Level 

Event No. Event Cale- QOV Postulated Description Event Causes 
/ g  Freq. Method Deleclion of 2 1 3 c e n  Syslems 

Clas: ario 

(It  is assumed that 112 of  
the drums will Pail and 
leak.) 

E-7 Release of D20 due lo Natwdl 
Straight WinUfornado Phenomena - 
danuges the building Straight 
and tlie stored drums (It  WinMoniado 
is assumed that nux. of 
1/2 of the drums. i.e., !A 
of second stack arid all 
d r u m  on tlie tliird 
stacks. is damaged.) 

DD-12 8-7 Release of D20 due to Natural 
missile impelled by Phenoniena- 
tornado or high winds 
into 421-4D Building 
damaging drums (Max. tornado 
of 12 drums) 

Missile generate( 
by high wind or 

)rum design and 
mstruction 

done 

done 

k e z e  I’rotectioii 
irocedures 

done 

done 

A Visual. 
Kanne 
monitor 
inside the 
building 

U Audible, 
Visual 

EU Audible, 
Visual 

<aniie monitor 
nside tlie building 
Drum design a i d  
:oiistruclion, 
hildiiig floor 
Irain, berms, suiiir 

DNIU design and 
:onstructios, 
3uilding floor 
Irain. sump, 
(atme monitor 
nside the building 

Drum design and 
:onstruetion, 
Building floor 
inin, sump, 
Kanne monitor 
inside tlie building 

Spill Coiitaniiiiatioii 
Procedures, 
Emergency 
I’lens (wsrcc 
6Q Manual 
series). trained 
workers 

Procedures, Contamination 
Emergency 
Plans (WSRC 
GQ Manual 
series), trained 
personnel 

Spill Cowamination, 
Procedures. Shutdown of the 
Emergency facility, Environment 
Plans (WSRC contamination 
64 Manual 
series). trained 
persoiinel 

Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Low 
(It is assunled that 1/2 
of the drums will fail 
and 2% will be 
airbonie it) 2 hours. 
Evapordos rate will 
be probably much 
lower than 2% due to 
cold weather.) Facilit) 
worker recognizes the 

Ol’fsite - Low 111 
Onsite- I.ow 111 
Facility Worker -Med I 
( I t  is assunled that IR 
ofthe drunis will fail 
and 2% will be 
airborne ill 2 hours. 
Evaporation rate will 
be probably niucli 
lower tliaii 2% due to 
cold weather.) Facility 
worker may not be 
able to recognize the 

-- 
Ill 
111 
I l l  

I 

event acid evacuates. 
Offsite - Low IV 
Onsite- Low 1v 
Facility Worker- Med 111 
(12 drums’ 55 
g a V h  3.785 
litedgal * 11 Ci/liter) 
Facility worker may 
not be able to 
recognize the event. 

c 



Table 8-4. 421-4D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (4 of 5) 

- 
DD-13 

dD-14 

Postulated Event 
Description 

Heavy rains flooding 
421-2D Building (Only 
may impact open drums) 

- 
E-7 Release of D20 due to 

earthquake causes non- 
seisniically qualified 
systems to fail in 421-20 
Building (I t  is assumed 
that a max. of 112 of the 
drums. i.e.. !A of secoud 
stack and all drums on 
the third stacks, is 
damaged.) I 

E-7 Release of D20 due to 
earthquake with a 
subsequent fire causes 
non-seismically qualified 
systems to fail in 4 2 1 4  
Building (It is assumed 
that a niax. of 112 of the 
d ~ i i s ,  i.e.. H of second 
stack and all drums on 
the third stacks, is 
damaged.) I I  
damage caused by 
lightning strikes on 421- 
4D Building 

I I 

I Preventive Features I 
Causes 

datural 
'henoniena - 
:looding 

datural 
'henoniena - 
{arthquake 

datural 
'henoniena - 
iarthquake 

)-Area is 137 ft 
bove sea level 

lone 

lone 

4atwal Lightning arresto 
,henomena - 
ightning 

.lone 

Jone 

Jone 

M W  
Combustible 
Loading 

initiat- Mitigative Features 

Level 

U Audible, Orunr design and I'rocedures. 
Visual constructioit hicrgency 

I'lans (WSRC 
6Q Manual 
series), 111' is 
required before 
work stam, 
trained workers. 

U Visual, Drum design and Evacuation, 
Ground construction, Spill 
motion, Building floor Procedures, 
Audible drain, sump, Emergency 

Kaane monitor Plans (WSRC 
inside the building 64 Manual 

series). 

series). 
Inspection after 

team response 
I I I 

I Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Systems ario 
Class 

I!vacuation and 
shntdown of D-Area 

Evacuation and 
shutdown of D-Area, 
Airbonie and ground 
Release 

Evacuation and 
shutdown of D-Area, 
Airborne and ground 
Release 

Shutdown of the 
facility, Environment 
contamination 

Offsite - Low 
Onsite- I.ow 

Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Low 
(High due to 
earthquake) 
(It is assumed that I I Z  
of the drums will fail 
and 2% will be 
airbonie in 2 hours.) 
Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
and evacuates. 
Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Low 
(Nigh due to 
earthquake) 
(It is assumed that 1/2 
of the drums will fail 
and 4% will be 
airborne in 2 hours to 
account for potential 
boil-offof water due tc 
fire.) Facility worker 
recognizes the event 
andevacuates. 
Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 
Facility Worker - Mod 
Facility worker may 
not be able to 
recognize the event 

:i: 
L 



Table B-4. 421-4D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (5 of 5) 

Preventive Features Initiat- Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Event No. Event Cate- gov Postulated Description Event Causes 171 { g  Freq. Methodof Detection ~ 1 S c . n  Syslems 
Class ario 

DD-17 E-7 421-4D Building is Natural 421-41) Building None U Audible, Drum design and Procedures, Sliutdown of the OlTsite - Low 111 
daiiiaged by heavy snow, plienoineiia - Design, Drum visual. Temp, construction. Steel Eniergeacy facility. Environment Oasite- Low 111 
Iiail. or ice stomis l~eavy suow desigii a d  Weather frauie building I’lans (WSIK coiitmiiiiatioii I:acility Wurhw - Low 111 
resultiiig in drum construction Forecast 6Q Manual (1/2 of the drums is 
damage (It is assumed series) assumed to be releascd 
that a max. of 1/2 of the 
drum is damaged.) 

and 2% will be 
aihome in 2 hours.) 
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Table 8-5. 772-0 Building Hazard Evaluation Table (1 of 3) 

Event 
No. 

- 
1)13-1 

Event Postulated Event 
Cate- Description 
gory 
I!-I I<eleasc ol'sainplcs due 

to a fire in 772-D 
13uilding caused by 
ignition of combustible 
material. (All 
radioactive inventory 
released.) 

DE-2 E-3 Spill samples. -I - 
DE-3 
- 

E-3 Release of D20 or other 
radioactive material 
inventory fmm waste 
drums stored in 772-D 
(All radioactive r inventories released.) 

DE4 I E-4 I Direct skin contact with 

772-D due to 
Tractorflruck M into 
the building with fuel 
tank explosion damaging 
drums stored in the 
building (All radioactive 

Preventive Features 

Causes Desigii 

Iilectlical None 
ryuipinent, 
Welding spark, 
electrical sl~ort, 
unknowii ignition 
source, worker 
umr, improper 
maintenance 
operation, Nitric 
acid contact with 
Drganic material 
Loss of material None 
integrity, 
corrosion, drum 
handling error 

Dperator Error, Drum design and 
Procedural construction 
Violation, 
corrosion, 
Equipment 
Failun 

Dperator Error. PPE 
Procedural 
Violation, 
Equipment 
Failure 

kink explosion of 
delivery or utility 

Administrative 

sol's 

SOPS 
:Maintenance & 
surveillance) 

I'rocedures, 
Worker training 

Procedures, 
Worker haining 

Conrbustible 
Loading, Vehicle 
traftic restriction 

Initiat- Mitigative Features 
ing 

Event Method of Design Administrative 
Freq. Detection 
Level 

A Snicll, Sninke or lirc Eviiciiiition, 
Visual, alann, nutunlatic emergency plan 
smoke alann, sprinkler systeni for recovety, 
Kanne workers trained 
monitor i n  we of hand 
inside tlic fire 
RCA extinguishers. 

fire department 
and emergency 
tcani response 

A Visual, Hood anddrains. Spill 
Kanne radionuclide Procedures, 
monitor benches Trained workers 
inside the 

A Visual. Building floor Spill 
Kanne drain, sump Procedures, 
monitor Emergency 
inside the Plans (WSRC 
building 6Q Manual 

series), trained 
workers 

A Visual, PPE Spill 
Kanne Procedures. 
inoilitor Emergency 
inside llie Plans (WSRC 
building 6 4  Manual 

series), trained 

I I 

I Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Systems 
Class 

Contamination 

Contamination 

Contamination 

Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 

(Only small amount in 
samples is liadled in 

Offsite - Low 
Onsite- Low 

OfTsite - Low 111 
Onsite- Low 111 
Facility Worker - Low 111 

workers 
111 

Kame Building drains for recovery, facility Facility Worker - High 111 
monitor and sump lire department due to explosion, Low 
inside the 

Offsite - Low U Visual. D w i  design and Evacuation, Contamination. 
Audible, conshuction, emergency plan Shutdown of the Onsite - Low 111 

for radiation and emergency 
team response b u i I d i n g 

L 

Event Categories 
E-I -Fire 
E-2 - Explosion 
E-3 - Loss of ContainmenVConfinement 
E4 - Direct RadiologicaVChemical Exposure 
E-S - Nuclear Criticality 
E 4  - External Hazards 
E-7 - Natural Phenomena 



Table B-5. 772-D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (2 of 3) 

Preventive Features Initiat- Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 
ing 

Even1 Event Postulated Event Causes Design AdminisIralive Event Method of Design Administrative lmpacl on Other Impact on Receptors 
No. Cate- Description Freq. Detection Systems 

gory Level 

- 
DE-6 

- 
DE-7 

- 
DE-8 

- 
DE-9 

- 
DE- IO 

- 
DE-I 1 

I_ 

8-7 

I<elease of total D20 an( 
other radioactive 
material inventory due 
to a large aircraft 
~crasliing into the 
1 building 

Release of total D20 aiic 
other radioactive 
material inventory due 
to small 
aircraM1elicopter 
bashing into the 
building 
Release of samples by 
evaporation caused by 
loss of power to tlie 
exhaust fans. 
Release of D20 and 
other radioactive 
material inventory from 
drums due to leak causec 
by freezing and hawing 

External event - 
Aircraft crash 

External event - 
small aircraw 
helicopter crash 

External Event - 
Loss of Orsite 
Power 

Natural 
Phenomena - 
Freezing 

Not undcr 
pathways for 
landing and take- 
o r  fora large 
coinnicrcial 
airport. Small 
footprint of the 
b u i I d i n g 
Small footprint 01 
the building 

None 

None 

Release of D20 and Nntual 
other radioactive Phenomena - 
material inventory due to Straight 
Straight Winmornado Winmornado 
damages tlie building 
and the stored drums 
(All radioactive 
inventories released.) 

E-7 Release of D20 and Natural None 
other radioactive Phenomena- 
material inventory due to Missile generated 
missile impelled by 
tornado or high winds tornado 
into 772-D Building 
damaging dwiiis (All 
radioactive inventories 
released.) 

by high wind or 

Nulle 

Helicopter fliglit 
restriction over 
structures 

None 

Freeze Protection 
procedures 

None 

L 

None 

I M J  Visual, IJuilding lloor Procedures, NIA 
Audible drain, stimp Emergency 

I’lans (WSRC 
6Q Manual 
series) 

BEU Visual. Building floor Procedures, NIA 
Audible dnin, sump Emergency 

I’lans (WSRC 
6 4  Manual 
series) 

A None None Evacuation Contaniination 

I 
A Visual, D m i  design and Spill Contamination 

Kame construction, Procedures, 
monitor Building floor Emergency 
inside Ilie 
building 64 Manual 

drain, berms, sump Plans (WSRC 

series), trained 
workers 

U Audible. Drum design nnd Procedures. Contamination 
Visual construction, Emergency 

Building floor Plans (WSRC 
drain, sump 6Q Manual 

series), trained 
persoonel. 

Contamination EU Audible, Drum design and Spill 
Visual construction, Procedures. 

Building floor Emergency 
drain, sump Plans (WSRC 

6Q Manual 
series), trained 
prsoiniel 

I I I I 

IIA 

Nfsite - Low 
)mite- Low 
acility Worker - Low 

bffsite - Low 
hsite- Low 
acility Worker - Low 

)Wile - Low 
ksite- Low 
acility Worker - Low 

)ffsite - Low 
hsite- Low 
‘acility Worker - Low 

ario 

_. 
NIA 

- 
NIA 

- 
111 
111 
111 

111 
Ill 
111 

- 

- 
111 
111 
I11 

- 
IV 
IV 
IV P c 

Y 



Table B-5. 772-D Building Hazard Evaluation Table (3 of 3) 1 

Preventive Features Initiat- 
ing 

Event Event Postulated Event Causes Design Administrative Event 
No. Cate- Description Freq. 

g o v  Level 

DE-12 E-7 llelease ol’D20 and Naturil D-Area IS 137 li 
othcr radioactive Phenomena - above sea level 
miiterial inventory due to Flooding 
lleavy rains flooding 

DE-I3 E-7 

- 
DE-I4 

772-D Building 

Release of D20 and Natural 
other radioactive Phenomena - 
material inventory due to Earthquake 
earthquake causes non- 
seismically qualified 
systems to Vi i l  in 772-D 
Building (All radioactive 
inventory released.) 

E-7 Release of D20 and Natural 
other radioactive Phenomena - 
material inventory due to Earthquake 
earthquake with a 
subsequent Lire causes 
non-seismically qualified 
systems to fail in 772-D 
Building (All radioactive 
inventory released.) 
Release of D20 and Natural Lightning arrestoi 
other radioactive phenomena - 
material inventory due Lightning 
to damage caused by 
lightning strikes on 772- 
D Building 
Release of D2O and Natural 772-D Building 
other radioactive phenomena - Design. DNII~ 
nlaterial inventory due heavy snow design and 
collapse of 772-D construction 
Building caused by 
heavy snow, hail, or ice 
stoms resulting in drum 
damage (All radioactive _ .  
inventories released.) I I 

Mitigative Features Unmitigated Consequence Level 

Method of Design Administrative Impact on Other Impact on Receptors 
Detection Systems 

qone U Audible, 
Visnal 

qone U Visual, 
Ground 
motion, 
Audible 

\lone U Visual, 
Ground 
motion. 
Audible 

LOW A Visual 
Zonibustible 
Loading 

None U Audible, 
visual, Temp 
Weather 
Forecast 

qone U Visual, 
Ground 
motion, 
Audible 

\lone U Visual, 
Ground 
motion. 
Audible 

LOW A Visual 
Zonibustible 
Loading 

None U Audible, 
visual, Temp 
Weather 
Forecast 

Drum dcsign and 
constnictioii 

DNW design and 
construclioll, 
Building floor 
drain, sump 

Drum design and 
construction. 
Building floor 
drain, sump 

Drum design and 
construction. Non 

Drum design and 
construction, Ske 
f m i e  building 

I’rocedures, Evacuation and Offsite - LOW 
Einergwcy shutdown of D-Area Onsite- Low 
I’lans (LVSRC 
6Q MaimaI 
series), Ill’ is 
required before 
work starts, 
trained workers. 
Evacuation, Evacuation and Offsite - Low 
Spill shutdown of D-Area, Onsite- Low 
Procedures. Airbonic and ground Facility Worker - Low 
Emergency Release 
Plans (WSRC 
6Q Manual 
series), 
Inspection after 
earthquake 
Evacuation, Evacuation and 
Spill shutdown of D-Area, Onsite- Low 
Procedures, AitlMme and ground Facility Worker - Low 
Emergency Release 
Plans (WSRC 
6Q Manual 
series), 
Inspection aner 
earthquake 
Emergency plan Contamination 
for recovery, Onsite- Low 
Lire department 
and emergency 
team response 

Facility Worker - Low 

Offsite -Low 

OIFsite - Low 

Facility Worker - Low 

Procedures, Shutdown of the OlTsite - Low 
Emergency facility, Environment Onsite- Low 
Plans (WSRC contamination Facility Worker - Low 
6 0  Manual 

Scen 
ario 

Class 

111 
Ill 
111 

- - 

- 
I11 
111 
111 

- 
111 
111 
Ill  

- 
111 
111 
111 

- 
111 
111 
111 

- 
c 
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